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INTRODUCTION
TO ACTUARIAL SCIENCE
By H. A. FINNEY

The American Institute of Accountants announces the
forthcoming publication of INTRODUCTION TO ACTUARIAL
SCIENCE by H. A. Finney.
The copyright of this book has been donated by the author to
the endowment fund of the Institute and publication is made under
the auspices of that fund.
The text consists of articles appearing in The Journal of Ac
countancy for December, 1919, and January, 1920, and in addition
solutions of all the problems in actuarial science contained in the
examinations of the American Institute of Accountants up to and
including May, 1920.
Accountants and accounting students are taking an increasing
interest in actuarial science as a means to greater facility of tech
nique. Actuarial science is the sign-post pointing the way to
many short-cuts and more accurate results.
There have been many requests for an elementary treatise on
actuarial science. Mr. Finney’s book fills the want.
Every accountant and accounting student should possess this
important addition to accounting literature.
INTRODUCTION TO ACTUARIAL SCIENCE will be pub
lished on or about July 20th. It will consist of 128 pages 5x7
inches. Binding and paper will be similar to that of the DUTIES
OF THE JUNIOR ACCOUNTANT also published under the
endowment fund.
ORDERS MAY BE MADE ON THE FOLLOWING FORM.

The American Institute of Accountants,
1 Liberty Street, New York.
Gentlemen:
Enclosed find........................... for which send (when published) ... .... ... ..
copies of INTRODUCTION TO ACTUARIAL SCIENCE by H. A. Finney,
at $1.50 a copy to the following address:
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Success In Accountancy
In the November, 1919, Illinois C. P. A. Examinations Mr. Kenneth MacNeal,
a Walton student, was awarded the gold medal given by the Illinois Society of
Certified Public Accountants for highest standing. He is the seventh Walton
student who has received highest markings in these tests.

In May of the same year the winners
of both gold and silver medals were
Walton students. Twelve of the thirteen
Walton candidates passed.
For three successive years Walton
students have received highest averages
in American Institute examinations.
For two successive years they have
stood first in Alberta, Canada, Chartered
Accountants examinations.
Prominent accountants have chosen
this school to train their employees—and
even their sons!

Large corporations such as the New
Jersey Zinc Company of New York, the
Firestone Tire and Rubber Company of
Ohio, and the Standard Oil Company of
California, have taught Walton courses
to hundreds of their accounting depart
ments employees.
Walton Courses have been endorsed
by adoption in the schools of commerce
of more than a score of the leading uni
versities of the United States and
Canada.

Instruction Given By Correspondence
We offer by correspondence the accounting and law courses which trained the
men who won these honors and prizes—the courses endorsed by these business,
educational and professional authorities.

Chicago and New York Evening Schools
For full information in regard to resident instruction address Warren J. Avery,
Secretary 379-389 Peoples Gas Building, Chicago, or Harold Dudley Greeley, C. P. A.,
Resident Manager 739 National Association Bldg., New York City.

Walton School
Commerce

Seymour Walton, A. B., C. P. A., Dean
J. Porter Joplin, C. P. A., President
Charles H. Langer, C. P. A., Vice-President
379-389 Peoples Gas Building, Chicago, Ill.
In inquiring please advise whether you are interested in correspondence or resident instruction.
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The “Swan” Safety
Posting Fountain Pen
Has been specially designed to meet the Accountant’s
everyday needs. Consequently it has the following

Points of Superiority
The carefully ground point makes a fine, even line
that is distinct, even where limited space necessitates
small writing. It can be used with equal facility
on the scratch pad and the ledger.

It is always convenient because it will not leak and
can be carried in the pocket or loose in the case. The
flow of ink is sure and steady as long as the point is
in contact with the paper.
It is economical because the iridium-tipped gold
point is unaffected by the chemical action of ink. It
will long outlast its money-value in pencils or corrodi
ble steel pens.

It enables the Accountant to concentrate on his work
because it does not require frequent sharpening or
dipping; does not blot, scratch, or spatter; and makes
a clear, fine line that needs no blotting.

Because it is free from these annoyances and thus
enables the Accountant to give his undivided attention
to the item he is entering or the calculation he is
making, it is a time- and trouble-saver. It writes
smoothly, readily, and easily, and will not cause
writer’s cramp as it writes at the lightest touch on the
paper. It is of one the Accountant’s best mechanical
aids.

Test This Pen For Yourself
If you will write on your firm’s letter head, enclosing remittance, we will be glad to send
you a “Swan” Safety Posting Fountain Pen. If it is in any way unsatisfactory you may re
turn it to us at the end of ten days and the price will be refunded to you.
Size 2,
$3.00
Federal Tax .15

Size 3.
$4.00
Federal Tax .20

Size 4,
$4.50
Federal Tax .23

Size 5,
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O wonderfully satin-smooth is Brown's that it fairly
invites the pen to glide easily over its surface. Your
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For Brown’s is tough. It is made of pure white rags,
without strong bleaching chemicals. Time cannot fade
it, neither will it discolor, stain or weaken.
For records that must last—legal documents, ledgers,
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Are You a General Manager in the Rough?
“Robbins, I’ve been keeping an
eye on you.” Judson, who
spoke, was Vice President of a
large Ohio rubber Company.
Robbins was an accountant in
the auditing department.
“I’ve noticed,” went on Judson, “how
capably you’ve been applying ac
countancy principles to some of the
cost problems we’ve had to solve.
“But I don’t believe you realize what
‘a bulge’ you’ve got on the men in
this Company who are not account
ants. I mean by this, that as an
accountant you already have the basic
knowledge which is required of a Gen
eral Manager. The very fact that
you’ve chosen accountancy as a pro
fession suggests that you have the
type of mind best fitted to grapple
with managerial problems.

The Managerial Point of View
“Now a thorough knowledge of costs
is essential to the modern executive.
But mark this. He must also be a
man who knows manufacturing prac
tices and who has studied the sub
ject of costs from the managerial
standpoint.
“Your weakness is that you under
stand costs purely from an account
ancy standpoint. What you need is a
sound manufacturing education. You
must learn to work from the plant
operations to the books, instead of
from the books down. You must learn
the basic principles which govern fac
tory organization and administration,
the selection and layout of buildings
and equipment, the planning and rout
ing of work, wage systems and bonus
plans, the generation and use of power,
and the valuation of property. You
must know all departments of the
factory instead of just your own.”
“I’m telling you this because I regard you as
promising managerial material. I want to see
you strengthen your weak points so that I can
recommend you for an executive position.”

A Short Cut to Success
“You must begin now to train yourself in the
fundamentals of industrial management. It was
once true that these principles could only be
learned in the bitter school of experience. This
is no longer the case. Sixty of America’s leading
industrial experts have joined hands to produce
a remarkable Home Study Course which will
give you just the training you require to fit your
self for managerial position. I know what I’m
talking about because I’m taking that course
myself.”
The Course which Judson referred to is the
“Factory Management Course and Service” of
the Industrial Extension Institute.
This Course is presented exactly as it would be
given at a University. It consists of text books,
talks, lectures, reading assignments, problems
and model solutions to those problems. The
Consulting Service, which is part of the Course,
is intended to help you solve the questions which
arise in your daily work.
The “Factory Management Course and Service”
is the only one of its kind. From no other
source could you obtain the expert advice and
teaching of famous industrial specialists such
as Gantt, Knoeppel, Babson, Ficker, Steinmetz,
Franklin, Bloomfield, Myers, Case, etc.
It is an intensely practical course, presented in
plain, understandable language so that the ac
countant can easily master the technical sub
jects. 15% of those now enrolled with the
Institute are accountants.

The Call for Managers
Big business is crying aloud for managers. The
man who can swing a $20,000 job is hard to find.
If you really seek a broader future and the money
which goes with increased responsibilit;es you
can qualify for a managerial position. But you
must act today. No man ever achieved any
thing worth while by postponing action. Here
is your great opportunity. Take it! Tear off
the coupon below and send for:

“Thinking Beyond Your Job”
—the interesting 100 page booklet that tells you,
without any obligation, everything you want to
know about the “Factory Management Course
and Service.”

Industrial Extension Institute
Nine East 45th Street
New York City

Send me “Thinking Beyond
Your Job” without obligation

Name.......................................................
Home Address......................................
Position..................................................
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Unqualified endorsements have been received from
hundreds of Professional Accountants after having taken
Vannais training themselves.

The men who come to us for training are discrimina
ting and intelligent. We thoroughly appreciate the fact that
to keep their confidence, it is necessary to furnish them with instruction
and service that successfully fill their individual requirements.

Vannais training is conducted through correspondence
study exclusively.

Every instruction letter we send out is
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march with the student’s own ability and progress.
Our criticisms and suggestions have for their aim the development of
the analytical and constructive mind essential to the competent ac
countant.

All references are made to the most authoritative source, and each
student is furnished accounting and law manuals by
Esquerre

Conyngton
Montgomery
Nicholson & Rohrbach

Crane

Our catalogue will give you full information as to our methods, and proof
of their success.

FOR ACCEPTANCE, STUDENTS MUST HAVE AT LEAST A WORKING
KNOWLEDGE OF BOOKKEEPING
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Depreciation, Appreciation and Productive
Capacity
By W. A. Paton

In the December, 1919, number of The Journal of Account
appeared an article by John Bauer, entitled Renewal Costs
and Business Profits in Relation to Rising Prices. Depreciation
Reserves and Rising Prices, an answer by E. S. Rastall, appeared
in the February, 1920, issue. These article’s raise some very in
teresting questions of accounting policy with regard to the valua
tion of plant and equipment assets, questions which the account
ant is called upon to face squarely. Believing that the subject is
still by no means exhausted the writer wishes to contribute a few
comments to the discussion.
Mr. Bauer argues that the principle of accounting which should
be followed in taking care of depreciation of equipment is to
charge to operation the expected cost of replacement rather than
the original cost less salvage. If original cost is charged to ex
pense, he states, the investment is maintained from revenues in a
formal dollars-and-cents fashion, but the physical extent and pro
ductive capacity of the plant and equipment are not so maintained
in a period of rising prices. In order to maintain capacity, ac
cordingly, a management which has adhered to the conventional
depreciation policy finds itself compelled, in these days of 100 and
200 per cent price advances, to draw in new capital in making
replacements. If effective replacement costs were charged to
operation during the useful life of a unit, on the other hand, suffi
cient earnings would be reserved not merely to make good the
value expiration in dollars but to provide funds to replace the
property in kind.
Now the writer finds himself somewhat in sympathy with
ancy
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Mr. Bauer’s position. Current conditions are emphasizing sharply
the need for accounts and financial statements of business enter
prises which shall show as nearly as possible the actual economic
situation in each case. It is coming to be more clearly recognized
that both the periodic statement of financial position and the
report as to interim conditions of operation should consistently
reflect true pictures of current business conditions and tendencies
if these statements are to form a basis for rational judgments
on the part of the immediate management, the investor and other
interests concerned. In other words, accounting systems must
become more sensitive and accurate gauges of economic data—
and certain long-standing theories and policies of accountants
must accordingly undergo modification—if the purposes of the
various interests in the business enterprise are to be adequately
served. But while improvement along these lines is much to be
desired, the inherent limitations of accounting must not be over
looked in the advocacy of fundamental changes in established ac
counting policies. Further, it must be recognized that new theo
ries and plans for dealing with asset values and the expiration
thereof on the books can only be adopted as technical methods are
developed to express and control such schemes in a manner con
sistent with all the elements in the accounting structure. That is,
it may be an ideal of management to maintain the productive
capacity of the plant out of earnings, but we can not suffer this
principle to be introduced into the accounts in such a way as to
distort and misstate essential aspects of the balance-sheet. Let
us briefly consider both these matters.

Ideally, perhaps, accounts should show comparative economic
conditions. Comparison of the balance-sheet of December 31,
1918, with that of December 31, 1919, it might be urged, should
enable one to draw a conclusion as to the relative economic posi
tions of the enterprise at the two dates. But such conclusions,
without important qualifications, can not or should not be drawn
directly from the conventional accounting statements. The sig
nificance of the dollar—the accountant’s yardstick—is constantly
changing. We know that the 1920 dollar is a very different unit
from the 1910 dollar; although it is doubtful if anyone—no mat
ter how expert with index numbers—can tell us just what the
difference is. “Dollar” is a name we attach to a varying economic
2
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significance. One of the fundamental limitations of accounting
arises here. The units of physical science are always the same;
and hence direct comparisons of situations and phenomena aris
ing at different times can be made in this field. Accountants deal
with an unstable, untrustworthy index; and, accordingly, compari
sons of unadjusted accounting statements prepared at different
periods are always more or less unsatisfactory and are often posi
tively misleading.
A real estate firm, for example, may have purchased a tract
of land in 1910 for $100,000 and have sold the same tract in 1920
for $200,000. Ignoring interest, taxes, development costs, etc.,
and all other possible transactions, it now appears that the com
pany has twice as many dollars as in 1910; which means that in
terms of the conventional accounting criterion its wealth is just
twice as great as in 1910. As a matter of fact the dollar may have
so shrunk in significance that the concern is in no better or even in
a worse economic position than formerly.
Many enterprises and many individuals have found them
selves in a somewhat similar situation in the past few years. The
apparent economic gain measured in dollars is often largely or
entirely nominal because of the lessening value of the dollar.
Many a taxpayer has felt the injustice of being obliged to pay
large sums in income and profits taxes from net earnings deter
mined by orthodox accounting methods which were fictitious as a
measure of true improvement in economic condition. Here we
have the fundamental case of paper profits. The profit recog
nized on unsold goods may measure a genuine enhancement in
economic significance; the profit realized by sale of goods which
does not indicate improved economic well-being is the better case of
a nominal profit. No doubt certain wage-earners in recent years
have found all their nominal increase in compensation more than
offset by advancing prices of the things which they have been
accustomed to purchase. Similarly we can conceive of a merchant
(if we are not too hopelessly infected with the profiteering idea)
whose buying prices have advanced so rapidly that although
selling goods at a nominal advance he finds it impossible from all
the funds thereby made available to replace his normal stock
and is obliged, if he maintains the scope of his business, to bring
in new capital. This, of course, would be an extreme case. But
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the apparent improvement in the financial position of the typical
enterprise in recent years is in no small degree a matter of the
change in the value of money.
Accounts do not directly show true changes in economic well
being. If the value of the dollar never varied or if price changes
were uniform and proportionate in all the ramifications of the
economic structure, comparative economic condition would be
registered in the accounts. But this is emphatically not the case.
And only by taking account of the change in the purchasing power
of the money unit can conclusions on this matter be drawn from
comparative financial statements.
Now, while it is perhaps not unreasonable to argue that the
accountant should prepare supplementary statements at the end
of each period designed to show—by making proper allowances
for the change in the value of money—the true comparative
economic status of the enterprise,
*
it should be emphasized that it
is above all important that the financial statements present as
accurately as possible a picture of current status and current
results in terms of the actual dollar of the date of the statements.
And this is a matter not of general price movements—which may
be said to express the fluctuations in the significance of money—
but of specific price changes. The particular business enterprise
does not deal with goods in general but with special classes of
commodities, rights and services. Accordingly it is the function
of accounting to follow the investment of the specific business,
as it takes shape in various concrete economic goods, and to
register the effect upon the assets and equities of the business
brought about by the changing status of assets remaining in the
business for considerable periods as well as of those goods and
services which are highly transitory in character.
But this is not purely a matter of physical extent of plant,
equipment and stocks or of productive capacity. Mr. Bauer says,
“If prices were constant, both the investment in dollars and
cents, as well as the physical plant, would be maintained out of
earnings by including in operating account only the original cost
of the property retired. But if prices have risen, then, while
* See for a discussion of this subject, Should Accounts Reflect the Changing Value
of the Dollar? by Livingston Middleditch, The Journal of Accountancy, issue of
February, 1918, and Comparative Financial Statements and the Value of the Dollar,
by H. T. Scovill, Papers and Proceedings of the Fourth Annual Meeting, A. A. U. I.
A,, published in March, 1920.
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this practice will maintain the so-called investment in terms of
dollars, it will not keep up the physical condition and production
of the plant. It will result in additions to capital account without
enlarging the plant or increasing its productive capacity.” And
the evident implication of this statement is that true capital condi
tion over a period of changing prices is properly measured only
in terms of plant extent and capacity. Such a proposition could
not be maintained. It would only be true if, as stated above,
price movements were everywhere uniform. But this is not at all
the case, as can perhaps be shown emphatically by an illustration.
Suppose the A Co. installs in 1910 an equipment of fifty units,
each of which costs $500. In 1920 the company finds it necessary
to replace this property; and the current cost, we will suppose,
is $2,000 per unit. This sharp advance in price, it may be as
sumed, is not due primarily to the change in the value of money
but to the peculiar conditions affecting the cost of production of
these machines and to the demand for the products thereof, such as,
for example, an unusual scarcity of the special manganese steel
which we may assume is required in the construction of such
equipment. For the same period the general price advance has
been, say, 150 per cent. This may be said to measure roughly
the change in the value of money. But the advance in the case
of the A Co.’s equipment is 300 per cent; and the company now
has a greater true capital invested whether gauged in terms of
1920 or of 1910 dollars. It takes two and one half 1920 dollars
to equal one 1910 dollar, but even so the A Co.’s present capital
is $40,000, measured in terms of 1910 dollars, as compared with
an original investment of $25,000. It now takes more real capital
(using capital, of course, in the sense of private capital) to carry
on the company’s operations; and if sufficient net earnings have
not been retained in the business to take care of this genuine
increase in capital costs it will be necessary and entirely reason
able for the management to raise additional funds by issuing
new securities.
If the foregoing is sound and if it is a reasonable assumption
that the accounts should show the true capital condition of the
enterprise, we can conclude that depreciation charges should not
be gauged by the amounts necessary to maintain the physical
extent and productive capacity of the plant, unless this can be
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done in such a way as to show at the same time the correct condi
tion of proprietorship. To charge costs of replacement to reve
nues instead of original costs, without further adjustments, would
build up depreciation reserves in excess of the book values of
property retired. We would then be confronted with the un
reasonable situation of having an offset or valuation credit balance
on the books, although the property to which this credit was sup
posed to apply would have been replaced with new equipment
which had suffered no depreciation. This balance in the reserve
account would evidently constitute surplus; and a belated recogni
tion of proprietary or capital increase would be forced.
In other words, an increase in capital account is inevitable
when assets are replaced by more costly units. The balance-sheet
consists of at least two fundamental classes of data, and a value
change in one class must sooner or later be reflected in the other.
The accountant can not well apply a larger or smaller yardstick
to one element in the accounting structure than is applied to all
other elements. Thus capital costs which have never appeared
on the books as asset charges can scarcely be written off into
depreciation expense. And the application of a new index to
all elements should be concurrent.
In discussing this situation Mr. Rastall in his paper states
that the new unit purchased at a cost of $10,000 to replace the
old asset which cost $5,000 (and against which a reserve of $10,000 has been built up by charging replacement cost to revenues)
would be charged to the reserve. This, he says would cancel the
reserve; and the result would be the showing of an asset on the
books unchanged at $5,000, although it had cost $10,000. Such
procedure would not be good accounting, however. At the time the
asset was abandoned the property account should be credited and
the reserve charged for $5,000; and when the new equipment
was purchased property should be debited and cash (or liabilities
incurred) credited, $10,000. The abandonment is a distinct
transaction; the replacement, another. This would leave a credit
balance of $5,000 in the reserve account, which would now rate
as surplus.
The solution of the matter lies in the revision of orthodox
accounting policies with regard not to depreciation methods but
to closing valuations. The values which the accountant uses in

6
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closing the books and preparing statements ideally should be
based upon economic conditions at the moment of closing. If
plant and equipment assets were valued at the close of each
period on the basis of costs of replacement—effective current
costs—depreciation charges would be increased in a period of ris
ing prices and the other concomitant effects would be registered
in the accounts in a rational manner. The effect of this pro
cedure can best be shown by an illustration.
Suppose the B. Co. buys a machine Jan. 1,1915, for $5,000. The
machine has a life of five years. From 1915 to 1920 the replacement
cost of this property advances twenty per cent each year. At the
end of the first year the cost of replacement would be $6,000;
and to recognize this situation in the books it would be necessary
to charge machine account $1,000 and credit appreciation. De
preciation on the straight line plan (and ignoring salvage) would
be $1,200 for the year; and this amount would be charged to
revenue and credited to reserve for accrued depreciation. At the
end of 1916, there would again be a charge to property and a
credit to appreciation of $1,000. Depreciation for the year would
be $1,200 plus twenty-five per cent (in view of the four-year life
remaining) of the new cost increment of $1,000, or a total of
$1,450. At the close of each of the remaining years appreciation
would be similarly recognized and depreciation charged.
It is assumed in this illustration that the advance in replace
ment cost has had no effect upon service life. If the price advance
induced the management to make further repairs and use the
property for a longer period than was originally intended the total
depreciation would, of course, be apportioned over this longer
life.
The depreciation charges on this plan for the years 1917-1919
would be $1,783.33, $2,283.33 and $3,283.34, respectively, the
$1,000 cost increment for the last year being charged to deprecia
tion expense for the same year in total. At the time of replace
ment the property account and reserve account as well would
stand at $10,000. Assuming the appreciation to have been segre
gated (as it should be), the capital appreciation account would
stand at $5,000. Somewhere among the assets, then, there would
be $10,000 (in cash, merchandise, accounts receivable, etc.), re
tained by the depreciation charges. When the old property was
7
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discarded there would be a charge to the reserve and a credit to
property of $10,000. The purchase of a new unit would be recog
nized by a charge to property and a credit to liquid assets (if the
assets were available in liquid form) of $10,000.
This procedure would result in the maintenance of the physical
property through the recognition each year in the accounts of
the effective cost of replacement, both in terms of assets and
capital, and the consequent increased expense charges. The net
effect is the retention of new assets to the property amount of
$10,000 to replace the depreciated property and the gradual
restatement of capital account to correspond.
To make this matter entirely clear it may be worth while to
compare concretely, in terms of hypothetical balance-sheets, the
results attained by the conventional method of valuation and
depreciation with those of the heterodox plan just stated. Ignor
ing all other possible transactions and facts the balance-sheet of
the B. Co., in above illustration would appear as follows Jan. 1,
1915:
Assets......................................

$5,000

Capital....................................

$5,000

Assuming that the conventional valuation plan were followed,
that all net earnings were withdrawn, and again ignoring all other
possible transactions, the condition of the B. Co. on December 31,
1919, just prior to the moment of replacement, could be repre
sented as follows:
Assets (old)............................
Assets (new)........................

$5,000 Capital............. ........................
5,000 Reserve for depreciation....

$5,000
5,000

$10,000

$10,000

After the abandonment of the old equipment is recognized,
we would have
Assets (new)........................

Capital ....................................

$5,000

$5,000

To make the replacement at the new cost of $10,000 would re
quire a new investment of capital of $5,000; and, assuming that
the additional funds were secured, that the present assets were
of such a character that they could be used in the purchase of new
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equipment and that the new property was acquired and installed,
the balance-sheet would stand as follows:
Assets......................................

$10,000

Capital (old)..........................
Capital (new)........................

$10,000

$5,ooo
5,ooo

$10,000

If the cost-of-replacement plan of valuation were carried out
the first balance-sheet would be as above, but the second would
show :
Assets (old)..........................
Assets (new)........................

$ro,ooo Capital (original).................
10,000 Capital (appreciation).........
Reserve for depreciation....

$5,ooo
5,ooo
10,000

$20,000

$20,000

After abandonment the balance-sheet would appear as follows:
Assets (new)........................

$10,000

Capital (original)................
Capital (appreciation)........

$10,000

$5,000
5,ooo
$10,000

The company now has assets adequate to purchase the re
quired equipment (assuming that they are in liquid form) without
raising new funds; and after the replacement is made the balancesheet will be unchanged except in regard to the identity of the
assets.
Revised as has been outlined, so as to provide for concurrent
adjustments of assets, expense and proprietorship, the writer
believes that there is considerable merit in Mr. Bauer’s contention.
There is still room for argument, however, that this whole matter
is one of no real consequence. The two alternatives discussed
above, it may be urged, lead to the same results for the entire
period involved; for, if proprietary income be conceived broadly
as the net credits to proprietorship outside of investments and
withdrawals, then the $5,000 credit to capital as appreciation ex
actly offsets the additional $5,000 charge to expense; and the
effect upon the statement of net earnings throughout the five
years is consequently nil. In other words, is it not folly to write
assets up, crediting proprietorship for the amount of appreciation,
since this will mean merely that a like increase must be charged
to depreciation expense during the life of the property? If
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the entire net income in this broad sense of increased proprietor
ship were withdrawn from the business the final status of assets
and capital would be the same if cost of replacement were charged
to expense as if only original cost were so charged.
This matter hinges upon the definition of income. Is the pro
prietary credit, which should be made when a fixed asset is
charged with the increment necessary to bring the book value up
to the effective current cost, in any sense an index of income?
So far as its expressing improved economic condition is con
cerned this depends, as pointed out above, upon whether the
price change in any particular instance involved is more or less
acute than the general movement. In the average case it would no
doubt be true that such appreciation would represent pretty largely
not income but the application of the new measuring unit to the
proprietary accounts. In some instances there would be an item
of true economic enhancement involved; in others, a deficiency.
Admitting the thesis that it is not feasible to adjust accounting
figures in terms of an absolute standard of value it seems reason
able to adopt the position that the appreciation credit shown in the
above case is not an item of income.
At any rate such a credit in a practical case would not measure
an amount which could conveniently or safely be turned over to
the stockholders. As Mr. Bauer points out, it is important from
the standpoint of the management that the property be physically
maintained. The increased charge to expense does retain an added
amount of liquid assets provided the credit to appreciation is
not included in available income. The property is maintained
and capital is correctly stated—results which surely are to be
desired.
It is not intended here to argue that appreciation of fixed assets
should be recognized in the accounts. From the standpoint of
management (which is interested in effective current costs and not
in costs five years ago) and from the standpoint of the various
interests which would like to see the balance-sheet really exhibit
what it purports to show, viz., a correct statement of the assets,
liabilities and proprietorship of a business on a given date, there
is much to be said in favor of such recognition. In view, on the
other hand, of the conjectural character of asset values at best
and the consequent importance of conservatism, the difficulties in
10
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the way of determining effective replacement costs in the case
of complex assets, the constant fluctuation of such costs and the
fact that having once made an investment the management is
often thereby committed to a policy for a considerable period
regardless of the movement of prices, probably most account
ants would feel that original cost is the best basis upon which
to value fixed assets. A management, for example, cannot scrap
a $3,000,000 plant in order to take advantage of the appreciation
of a $100,000 site. The site in such circumstances is virtually
removed from the market for a period of several years at least.
Certainly the treasury department would not permit costs of
replacement to be charged against revenues for tax purposes
unless the appreciation involved were concurrently credited to
revenues.
An elaborate argument can be made on either side
of this proposition. It has been the purpose of this paper merely
to point out the limitations inherent in accounting as a means
of showing comparative economic well-being; to show that cost of
replacement can not be charged to expense except as the conven
tional method of valuation is abandoned and antecedent charges
and credits are made to assets and proprietorship, respectively, so
that all elements of the balance-sheet are made to reflect concur
rently the changes in prices in so far as they affect the specific situ
ation ; and, finally, to indicate that such a revision of valuation poli
cies could be adopted without the distortion of any accounting fact
and, in that it would tend to maintain the physical extent of the
plant in any case, would have much to commend it from the stand
point of management.

II

Accounting for a Magazine Publishing Business
By L. A. Buettner

The method of recording the facts of a magazine publishing
business is somewhat different from the accounting of an ordinary
manufacturing or trading concern. Although conducted on an
instalment basis, it is nevertheless quite different from the ordinary
instalment business, in that the income is not credited until each
copy of the magazine is delivered, and, besides, in cancellations
account must be taken of the undelivered copies as well as the
cash balance on the account itself. In the explanation to follow,
an effort will be made to present the required entries, in journal
form, together with an elucidation of the more complicated records.
In beginning this discussion, let us assume that company X,
a publishing house, publishes a magazine weekly and, besides,
manufactures books that are sold with the magazine.
Subscriptions are taken at a flat rate and a book is sold
with the magazine at a rate slightly in excess of cost. Both are sold
at one price to the subscriber. Sales are made on a commission
basis only, and the first payment is collected when the
books are delivered. Subsequent collections are made by collectors
who are on a salary and commission basis. In addition to the
subscription income, income is derived from news-stand sales, and
the main source of income is advertising. The expenses usually
associated with the above are subscription expenses, advertising,
news-stand, manufacturing and mailing of the magazine, editorial
and art costs and general expenses, comprising managerial, rent,
etc., of the office. The manufacturing cost of the books
is charged to finished stock, and that account is credited at cost
when the books are delivered to the subscriber. The period
may comprise 28 days, thus allowing four issues per period, or
it can be conducted on a monthly basis. The advantages of the
former method consist of (1) the fact that there are exactly
four issues per period and comparisons can be made more effect
ively and (2) it eliminates the necessity of many accruals and ad
justment entries. The 28-day period has been found easy to
operate and seems preferable to the other method if the magazine
12
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is published weekly. For a monthly magazine, the monthly period
might prove more advantageous.
Advertising

The advertising income for the issues printed within the period
is recorded by a charge to advertising accounts receivable for the
amount billed—the full advertising rate less the agency commis
sion—and a credit to advertising income. It then becomes advis
able to set up a reserve for cash discount—allowed on payments
within a given time—and a reserve for bad debts. Both these
items are chargeable to advertising expenses. Beside the solicitors’
salaries and expenses, rent, supplies and other advertising ex
penses are chargeable to advertising department expenses. At
the end of each period an advertising department statement should
be prepared, supporting the magazine profit and loss statement.
News-stand

The news-stand department is responsible for the shipments
of copies to the news-stands and receives credit for the news-stand
income. When the credit is entered for the income based upon
the number of copies at the agreed rate, care must be exercised in
charging to the income reserves for returns and bad debts. The
reserve for returns can be well calculated upon previous experi
ence, although it must be carefully checked against the actual re
turns, and the rate must be changed when necessary. It has been
suggested that instead of setting up a definite percentage of de
liveries as a reserve for returns, and allowing it to remain, an ad
justment be made on the current reserve due to differences be
tween a previous reserve and the actual. In other words, if a re
serve was set up for 20 per cent returns on an issue and if four
months later, when the issue is closed, the actual proves to be,
say, 18 per cent, the current reserve should be reduced by two
per cent, thus giving more income to the news-stand department
for its good results. In this way, the reserve will always cover
20 per cent of the sales of the last four months. Much may be
said on both sides of this question—on the one side, that the
records will be more accurate, and, on the other, that the cur
rent issue receives credit for a saving that should have gone to the
issue affected. It must be borne in mind that, beside past ex
perience, another factor that will seriously affect this reserve is
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the date when the issue is sent out. Late issues always bring a
far larger percentage of returns than those that are sent out on
time.
Manufacturing and Mailing

The actual cost of manufacturing and mailing the magazine
is properly charged against each issue by the cost accounting de
partment and the total cost per issue is charged against the maga
zine profit and loss each period.
Editorial and Art Costs

The editorial and art costs, comprising manuscripts, drawings
and departmental salaries and expenses, are likewise charged to
each issue. The actual cost of manuscripts and drawings for the
issue can be easily determined by pricing each manuscript and
drawing used at cost price. The articles and illustrations can be
taken from a copy marked by the editorial and art department.
Administration

The administration expenses comprise, mainly, officers’ sal
aries, rent of subscription offices, prospectuses and stretchers, re
pairs on damaged books and other incidental expenses connected
with the securing of subscriptions and maintaining the department.
Subscription Income and Expenses

The accounting for subscription income and expenses is the
most troublesome and requires careful handling and attention.
The subscription is taken, the book is delivered and the first
payment is collected. At the same time, the salesman is paid his
commission. To record the subscription, charge magazine ac
counts receivable and credit a reserve—reserve for outstanding
copies. For the expenses incurred, this entry is necessary:
Deferred book expense
“
“ delivery expense
“
commissions
To stock delivered
“ cash
The book expense covers the actual cost of the books de
livered and the other charges cover the actual cash outlay in secur
ing the subscription. The charges are made to deferred expense
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accounts, as explained later. It then becomes advisable to set up
necessary reserves, charging them to deferred expenses as:

Deferred bad debts
“
anticipated cancellations
Collection expenses
To reserve for bad debts
“
“ cancellations
“
“ collection expenses
The first two reserves are set up on a percentage basis, based
upon past experience. The collection expense reserve is cal
culated as follows:
From the total subscription deduct the amount of the first
payment collected. Divide the remainder by the average amount
collected per collection obtained from past experience records.
The result is the estimated number of collections to be made.
Multiplied by the average cost per collection, also available, this
gives us the amount of the collection reserve. The charge to
deferred collection expenses is written off as the copies are de
livered. The actual future collection expenses incurred are
charged to the reserve for collection expenses.
We have on the books at this time a deferred income in the
account reserve for outstanding copies and deferred expenses, i. e.
cost of books, delivery, commission, collection and bad debts.
I have omitted the cancellation charge for special future discus
sion. We also know the number of copies to be delivered on the
unexpired subscriptions. When the subscribers’ copies are deliv
ered, the income should be credited and the expenses applicable
to these copies should be charged. It is readily conceivable that
the total reserve for outstanding copies will be credited to income
when the last copies are delivered. In the meantime, the income
to be credited per copy is calculated by dividing the total deferred
income—reserve for outstanding copies—by the number of copies
to be delivered. This income, per copy, multiplied by the number
of subscription copies delivered per issue, will represent the sub
scription income per issue. In like manner, the deferred expenses
carried are applicable to the undelivered copies. The unit charge
per copy for the definite deferred expenses can be ascertained and
charged to the income credited. This method of deferring income
and expenses on subscriptions and writing them off against the
15
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copies delivered is sound in theory and is easy to apply. The entries
necessary to record income and expenses on subscription copies
follow:
Reserve for outstanding copies
To subscription income
To record the income on--------------- subscription copies at
the rate of---------------per copy.
Cost of books
“ “
“
delivery
Loss on bad debts
Commissions
Collection expenses
To deferred book expenses
“
“ delivery expense
“
bad debts
“
commissions
“
collection expenses
To charge to expenses the proportionate part of the de
ferred expenses, based upon------------subscription copies.
Cancellations

The manner of recording cancellations is more difficult. It is
necessary to consider not only the balance on the accounts re
receivable, but also the balance in the reserve for outstanding copies
and the deferred expenses applicable to that cancelled account.
When the subscription is taken, an entry is made charging de
ferred anticipated cancellations and crediting reserve for cancella
tions. When the account is cancelled the balance of the account
is written off by a charge to reserve for cancellations and a credit
to the accounts receivable. Thus far the recording is simple. It
then becomes necessary to charge reserve for outstanding copies—
thus reducing the reserve by the deferred income on the cancelled
copies—and to credit deferred anticipated cancellations. Then
the following entry becomes necessary.
Deferred loss on cancellations
To deferred book cost
“
“ delivery
“
commissions
To charge against deferred loss on cancellations the actual
16
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expenses on the above cancellations which are not recov
erable.

This loss is calculated on the same basis as the other charges
against subscription expense. The expense on these cancelled sub
scriptions was originally charged to deferred expenses, and these
accounts were credited with their proper amount when the copies
were delivered. Consequently it is only proper to take from the
deferred expenses and charge as an actual expense the unrecover
able portion of the incurred expenses applicable to these cancelled
copies. Of course, all returned books are credited at cost to
this deferred loss on cancelled account. This net loss on cancella
tions is written off on the same unit rate basis as the other ex
penses, as it is an actual loss. The entry necessary is
Loss on cancellations
To deferred loss on cancellations
To write off the proper proportionate part of the deferred
loss on cancellations based upon --------------- subscription
copies at --------------- per copy.
To close the matter of cancellations, another entry is necessary
to record the value of the copies cancelled in excess of the amount
cancelled:
Deferred anticipated cancellations
To deferred loss on cancellations
This reduces the actual loss on cancellations which must eventually
be written off.
The reserves and deferred income and expenses and the number
of copies to be delivered must be carefully watched and constantly
checked. When necessary, rates of reserves should be increased
or decreased, and the total number of copies to be delivered should
be checked against the actual subscription list.
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Regulation of Bond Discount
By Robert D. Armstrong

The proper treatment of discount suffered in the sale of bonds
is one of the most controversial questions which public service
commissions have had to face. As the result of considerable dis
cussion and consideration, however, the fundamental principles
seem to have emerged with a fair degree of clearness and, in
their general outlines, are fairly well defined.
Nature

of

Bond Discount

In order to have a concrete example to which we can refer
in this discussion, the following typical case will be found useful.
A public utility has made extensions and betterments, properly
chargeable to capital account, of $100,000. Its method of financing
provides for the issuance of twenty-year five per cent bonds
under its mortgage to the extent of 85 per cent of the value of
such extensions, viz., $85,000. It finances the remaining $15,000
either from reinvested earnings or from the sale of stock, resort
ing to the latter only when necessary. This is a fairly conserva
tive plan of financing extensions and betterments. The company
is able to sell these bonds at 90 per cent of par. It, therefore,
realizes $76,500 on the sale of $85,000 of such bonds. This
amount will be referred to as the realization, and the sum of
$8,500 will be referred to as the discount.
The utility has contracted mortgage obligations to the face
value of $85,000, but it has received in cash in consideration of
such obligations only $76,500. The rate of interest aside from
the discount, which the bondholder receives and the utility pays,
viz., its annual interest charge for the face value of the bonds
divided by the realization therefrom, is 5.88 per cent.
From the point of view of the utility, the essential features of
the situation are that it must provide from some other source
$8,500, to reimburse its treasury for that amount of the extensions
and improvements, and also that at the end of twenty years it
must be in position to repay or refund the full face amount of the
bonds, viz., $85,000, although it has received for them in cash
only $76,500. If the utility makes annual payments into a fund,
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which, with compound interest at the rate of four per cent, would
equal $8,500 at maturity, the annual payment will be $285.44.
The annual interest charge upon the $85,000 of bonds is $4,250.
The annual interest paid on the face value of the bonds, plus the
annual payment into the sinking fund to amortize the bond dis
count, will be $4,535.44 or 5.93 per cent of the realization,
$76,500.
In the example cited above the discount of $8,500 is a part
of the interest which must be paid for the use of the realization,
$76,500. It will be paid, not annually, but in one sum at maturity
when the bonds are redeemed or refunded. This is the only
difference between this form of interest and the interest which is
paid to the bondholder year by year. The real rate at which
the utility has borrowed its $76,500 is not the nominal rate of 5
per cent nor 5.88 per cent, but 5.93 per cent.
In the last analysis bond discount is simply a concession to
the psychology of the investment market. Essentially, it repre
sents a form of interest: the investor desires a certain interest rate
on his investment and the corporation can secure money at a
certain borrowing rate. The reason why bonds are sold at a
discount with a low rate of interest, rather than at par with a
rate of interest representing the borrowing rate, is that bonds are
issued at various times under mortgages which are fixed in their
terms, while the conditions of the investment market are con
stantly changing.
Bond Discount Not Capital Charge

Practically all commissions are agreed that no allowance for
bond discount should be made in fixing the value of a utility for
rate-making purposes.
In the following cases it was held that no allowance should
be made for bond discount in fixing the original cost:
Lincoln v. Lincoln Water and Light Company, Illinois, P. U.
R. 1917, B.
Thomas v. Jefferson City Light, Heat and Power Company,
Missouri, P. U. R. 1917, B, 745.
Pine Lawn v. West St. Louis Water and Light Company,
Missouri, P. U. R. 1917, B, 679.
Greensburg v. Westmoreland, Pennsylvania, Pennsylvania, P.
U. R. 1917, D, 478.
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In the following cases it was held that no allowances should
be made for bond discount in estimating the cost of reproduction:
Re Colorado Springs Light, Heat and Power Company, Col
orado, 4 Colo. P. U. C. 199.
Re Western Colorado Power Company, Colorado, 5 Colo. P.
U. C.
Re Denver and Inter-Mountain Railroad Company, Colorado,
P. U. R. 1918 E, 831.
Re Chicago Railways Company, Illinois, P. U. R. 1919 D,
572, 596.
Thomas v. Jefferson City Light, Heat and Power Company,
Missouri, P. U. R. 1917 B, 745.
Re Kansas City Electric Light Company, Missouri, P. U. R.
1917 C, 728.
Greensburg v. Westmoreland, Pennsylvania, P. U. R. 1917 D,
478.
The interstate commerce commission refuses to allow dis
count on bonds as a part of the construction account.
In the following cases, it was held that no allowance should
be made for bond discount in fixing the fair value for rate-making
purposes:
Lamar v. I. R. L. and P. Company, Colorado, P. U. R. 1918
B, 86.
Re Colorado Springs Light, Heat and Power Company, Col
orado, P. U. R. 1917 F, 385.
Re Western Colorado Power Company, Colorado, P. U. R.
1918 E. 629.
Re Chicago Railways Company, Illinois, P. U. R. 1917 B,
572, 596, P. U. R. 1919 D, 575.
Re Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe Railroad Company,
Kansas, P. U. R. 1917 F, 272.
Re Baltimore County Water and Electric Company, Maryland,
P. U. R. 1918 F, 522.
Joplin v. Home Telephone Company, Missouri, 4 Mo. P. S. C.
R. 64, 72.
Re City Water Company, Missouri, P. U. R. 1917 B, 624.
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Louisiana v. Louisiana Water Company, Missouri, P. U. R.
1918 B, 774.
Mississippi R. and B. T. R. Company, Missouri, P. U. R.
1918 C, 221.
-Borough v. Spring Water Company, Pennsylvania, P. U. R.
1919 C, 404.
The only case that I have been able to find in which the courts
have ruled upon this matter is a Pennsylvania case. The public
service commission refused to make any allowance for bond dis
count in fixing the value for rate-making purposes, for the reason
that the evidence was not sufficient that such discount had been
suffered.
Ben Avon v. Ohio Valley Water Co., Pennsylvania, P. U. R.
1917 C, 391.
The superior court overruled the commission (P. U. R. 1918
A, 161, 68 Pa. Sup. Ct. 561). The court said:
Discount on securities should be regarded as a part of the capital in
vestment which is to be taken as the basis for fixing rates.

On appeal, however, this decision was reversed by the supreme
court of Pennsylvania on February 25, 1918 (103 Atlantic, 744).
The court said:
No allowance should be made for an item of this kind in the fixed capi
talization of the company as a basis for a permanent charge against the
public.

However, the practice of three commissions is otherwise. In
the case of the Potomac Electric Power Company, District of
Columbia, P. U. R. 1917 D, 563, bond discount was allowed as
part of the original cost, because when the expense was incurred,
it was so classified by the system of accounts prescribed by the
commission. The commission said, however, that bond discount
should not be considered as a part of the cost of reproduction or
in the fair value to be taken as the base for rates. In the case
of Paulhamus v. Puget Sound Electric Railway Company, Wash
ington (Railroad Commission Report 1910, p. 17) an allowance
was made for bond discount of five per cent of estimated invest
ment which had been funded in bonds. In his Valuation of Public
Service Corporations (p. 278) Mr. Whitten says that this rule has
been adhered to by the Washington commission in later decisions.
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In a number of decisions the Wisconsin railroad commission
has considered this question, the principal ones being the following:
Hill v. Antigo Water Company, 1909, 3 W. R. C. R. 623, 646.
Janesville v. Janesville Water Company, 1911, 7 W. R. C. R.
628, 659.
Marinette v. City Water Company, 1912, 8 W. R. C. R. 334,
342.
Green Bay v. Green Bay Water Company, 1913, 9 W. R. C.
R. 236, 253.
In summarizing the practice of the Wisconsin commission.
Mr. Whitten says:
The rule appears to be that bond discount actually incurred will be con
sidered in determining original cost and actual investment, but that it will not
be considered in an estimate of the cost of reproduction.

Whether it should be considered in estimating original cost
depends altogether upon whether the realization or the total face
value of the bonds was originally charged to capital account. If
the former, it is not objectionable to charge bond discount to capi
tal account; if the latter, the item is charged twice. The real
criterion is the actual physical value of the property purchased
with the securities or the proportion of such value that is funded
in bonds. It is immaterial whether this is charged in two entries
—one the realization and the other the discount—or in one entry,
viz., the full value. But in no case should both face value and dis
count be charged.
The Indiana commission set forth its views at some length in
the case of the Citizens Telephone Company of Columbus, No.
4050, November 22, 1918, (P. U. R. 1919 B, 352). In this
decision, the commission ruled that bond discount is essentially
a form of interest which if capitalized would be a permanent
charge, even though in the meantime the original bonds had been
discharged with a profit; that patrons should not be obligated to
bear the lack of credit of the utility; and that there should be
no relation between a utility’s means of securing money and the
valuation on which consumers should be called to pay a reason
able rate of return. It was also said that if bond discount is to be
capitalized, the public is entitled to demand that the interest rate
alone shall be the rate of return and that there shall be no differ
ential between the rate of return allowed and the interest rate.
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In a recent letter H. C. Spurr, of the Lawyers’ Co-Operative
Publishing Company, said:
I have always been of the opinion that bond discount should neither be
capitalized nor allowed as an operating expense; that when rate-payers
provide for adequate return for the full amount of the investment, they
have done all they ought to be asked to do; that it is immaterial to them
whether the owners of the utility put up their own money or borrow some
body else’s; that bond discount is part of the interest the borrowers have to
pay on borrowed money; that if the consumer is to pay interest on the
borrowed money, he should, in addition to that, be required to pay a return
merely on the equity of the owners of the utility in the property.

The best thought on the question whether or not bond dis
count should be charged to capital account in a rate-making valua
tion seems to be summarized in the statement of the Indiana com
mission in the case of the Citizens Telephone Company, mentioned
above:
The proposal to capitalize discount cannot stand in the light of analysis.
Large interests have abandoned such contentions. It is the policy of this
commission to require the amortization of discount on securities. The
purpose is to maintain a parity between the par value of the bonds sold and
the value of the property added from the proceeds of the sale.

Amortization Charge Not Operating Expense

It is therefore improper to charge bond discount to capital
account, for the very purpose of the amortization requirement is
to put the discount on an annual basis and to pay off and retire it
annually. As an annual charge there are two places to which
it might conceivably be charged:
1. Operating expense.
2 . Net income.
While in some cases the annual amortization charge has been
allowed as an operating expense, the overwhelming weight of
authority is to the contrary. In the following cases the charge
was not allowed as an operating expense but required to be
deducted from net income:
Re Southern Counties Gas Co., California, P. U. R. 1915
E. 197.
Re Chicago G. W. R. Illinois, P. U. R. 1915 A. 800.
Re Peoria Railroad Co., Illinois, P. U. R. 1915 A. 804.
Re Nat. Tel. and Tel. Co., Illinois, P. U. R. 1915 A. 872.
Re Tyrone Tel. Co., Illinois, P. U. R. 1916 E. 708.
Re City Water Co., Missouri, P. U. R. 1917 B. 624.
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In the case of the Hydro-Electric Light and Power Company
No. 2895, October 17, 1918 (P. U. R. 1918 A 325), the Indiana
commission allowed the amortization payment as an operating
charge in a rate case charge. In the modified order of June 3,
1919, this ruling was reversed and no allowance made. In the
case of the Madison Light and Fuel Company, No. 4580, July 23,
1919, the Indiana commission allowed amortization of bond dis
count as an operating charge, in view of special circumstances
of that case.
I have been able to find only one other case where an allow
ance was made for bond discount in operating expenses, and even
there the ruling is not clear. (Re Blue Hill Street Railroad Co.,
Massachusetts, P. U. R. 1915 E 370). The company was allowed
to amortize the item “from earnings,” but it is not clear from the
decision whether the charge is to an operating account or to net
income. Apparently, however, the company was allowed as an
operating expense the interest on the floating debt incurred to
borrow money to the amount of the discount.
If bond discount is a form of interest, as has been shown
above, the charge belongs with other interest charges, viz., deduc
tions from net operating revenue. In other words, out of the
funds available for return on investment should be paid the in
terest for the use of money borrowed to purchase part of that
investment.
Amortization Charge

and

Rate of Return

Bond discount, therefore, should not be regarded as a capital
charge, nor should an annual payment to amortize it be regarded
as an operating charge. As a form of interest, it is part of the
cost of obtaining the money, and as such is an important element
in fixing a reasonable rate of return. Reverting to the concrete
case cited above, the rate of interest that should be considered in
fixing the rate of return is not 5 per cent—the nominal rate—nor
yet 5.88 per cent—the nominal interest payment divided by the
realization—but 5.93 per cent—the nominal interest payment plus
the annual payment to amortize discount, divided by the realiza
tion.
The following cases hold that the annual amortization pay
ment should be considered in fixing the rate of return :
Re Southern Counties Gas Co., California. P. U. R. 1915 E 197.
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Lincoln v. Lincoln Water and Light Company, Illinois, P. U.
R. 1917 B 1.
C. N. S. and M. Railroad Company, Illinois,. P. U. R. 1918
A 338.
In a brief recently filed with the Indiana commission by the
Laporte Gas and Electric Company in a rate case, the following
statement was made:
Nothing is included in this valuation for the cost of financing, such as
discount on sale of securities, brokers’ commissions and similar items, as it
is thought that this should be taken care of in the rate of return allowed
on the value of the property.

In its brief on questions connected with the valuation of rail
roads, filed with the interstate commerce commission, the presi
dents’ conference committee said:
The rate of return should, of course, cover the element of discount, for
discount is simply a method of equalizing interest.

There has been much controversy whether bond discount
should be considered in connection with the valuation or the rate
of return allowed in rate-making cases. In a sense, this is purely
a matter of accounting; if the practice is consistent, estimated
revenue requirements of the utility will probably be about the
same.
The first objection to considering it as a part of the rate base
is that a temporary disparity is produced between the actual
value of the property and the rate base, which, if not properly
regulated by a continuing policy, will become permanent and will
be charged against the public indefinitely. On the other hand, if
it is not considered in determining the valuation, but instead the
annual charge for amortizing it is considered in estimating reason
able rate of return, no permanent capital charge is incurred by
what is essentially a result of temporary circumstances. If bond
discount is charged to capital account, the rate of return should
be correspondingly lower, so that the desired net income will be
the same as if it were not so charged and as if the amortization
requirement were considered in connection with the rate of return.
The second objection is that there is a real distinction between
the two elements which must be considered in estimating the
revenue to which a utility is entitled above its operating expenses.
The valuation should be determined by the cost of the property
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used and useful in the public service. The main consideration in
fixing the rate of return is the annual interest charge which must
be incurred, including the amortization of the discount, in order
to secure the money to fund that cost. After rates are fixed upon
a reasonable value and a reasonable rate of return, the purpose
of the amortization requirement is to see that the revenue derived
from such rates is devoted to the purposes for which it was allowed,
and that the deferred interest is paid year by year.
In the case of the Southern Illinois Gas Company, Illinois, P.
U. R. 1916 C, 704, the commission said:
Bond discounts are but another way of expressing rate of interest.
Should a study be made of the findings of the various state commissions in
rate-making proceedings, it will be discovered that the commissions, in de
termining a reasonable rate of return, have taken into consideration the
interest rate which should be allowed in order that bonds may be sold to
net par to the company and have considered bond discounts as an interest
rate in another form.

Amortization of Discount

Bond discount amortization requirements have one of two ends
in view:
(1) The paying off and retirement of the sum of the dis
count, or
(2) The annual reinvestment of earnings in the property to
the total amount of the discount.
The first is based on the theory that only the realiza
tion, viz., $76,500, has been borrowed, and that the discount, viz.,
$8,500, is interest, to be paid in one sum at maturity. The second
is based on the theory that the entire sum, viz., $85,000, has been
borrowed, but property only to the amount of the realization has
been secured therefor, property to the amount of the discount to be
added year by year by the amortization payment. In the former
case, the proceeds of the amortization payments are held in cash
against the maturity of the bonds; in the latter case they are
invested in property which is not charged to capital account, since
it was capitalized in advance when the bonds were issued and the
money borrowed. The Indiana and Illinois commissions, among
others, hold to the former theory, and the New Hampshire com
mission holds to the latter theory. (Re Hampton Water Works
Company, New Hampshire, P. U. R. 1918 C 171.)
A variation from the first form of amortization is permitted
by the Illinois commission. (Re Tyrone Electric Company, Illi
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nois, P. U. R. 1916 E 708.) Instead of making equal annual
payments into the bond discount amortization fund, the utility is
permitted, if the commission finds it proper, to make only one pay
ment, which is equal to the total discount. This is done by charg
ing the discount to profit and loss when the bonds are issued, and
thus withholding it from net income applicable to dividends.
This is not objectionable, for it secures the same result.
Either method forces the utility to pay the total cost of the money
it borrows and prevents it from paying out in the form of divi
dends the part of such cost that is deferred.
Bond Discount at Maturity

In the case cited above the utility realizes from the sale of
bonds $76,500 and from the sale of stock $15,000, a total of
$91,500, as compared with a total capital liability and property
added to its plant of $100,000. If not permitted to issue further
securities to the amount of the discount, it must provide $8,500
from reinvested earnings or temporary loans to pay for the prop
erty it has purchased. This reinvestment of earnings must not
be confused with the amortization payments, which properly are
not deductions from earnings at all, but merely a form of annual
interest payment during the life of the bonds. Its purpose is to
solve the problem created by the difference between the face value
of the bonds assumed and the money that was received from their
sale. This money must be provided in some way, and to provide
it is an immediate problem.
Whether by reinvestment of earnings or by temporary loans,
it will be provided, and property thereby will be purchased whose
value is equal to the stocks and bonds issued on account of such
purchase, although in addition there will be a temporary debt to
the amount of the discount or a deduction from earnings that other
wise would be applicable to dividends. Since the capitalization and
property value will be equal, it will be entirely proper at maturity to
refund the entire bond issue on which the discount was incurred, if
so desired, and with the amortization fund pay the floating debt
assumed on account of the discount. If such floating debt has
been repaid from reinvested earnings, it will be proper to transfer
the amortization fund to surplus or distribute it in the form of
dividends. The alternative would be to use the amortization fund
to retire bonds to the amount of the discount, leaving outstanding
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the floating debt or forcing the stockholders to leave their earnings
permanently in the property.
In other words, the utility has paid for the property, including
property to the amount of the discount, and has also accumulated
an amortization fund equal to the discount. To pay for such prop
erty it has incurred floating debt. This debt either is still outstand
ing or has been retired by the stockholders; foregoing dividends
which they have earned and to which they are entitled.
It goes without saying that if the utility retired bonds to the
amount of the discount, it would be entitled to fund in bonds
capital expenditures to the amount of the discount, which on ac
count of the discount it has been forced to carry by temporary
loans or temporarily reinvested earnings. It was not entitled to
do so while the other bonds were outstanding, but the moment
they are retired no reason longer exists for refusal to grant such
authority.
From the point of view of the public interest, it is immaterial
whether
(1) Bonds to the amount of the discount are retired, and
(2) New bonds are issued to the same amount to reimburse
the treasury for property paid for by floating debt or
foregone dividends, or
(1) The par value of the old issue is refunded, the value of
the property purchased therewith originally being equal
thereto, and
(2) The amortization fund is used to reimburse the treasury
for the property paid for by floating debt or foregone
dividends.
Either course would produce exactly the same result, the same
amount of outstanding securities, the same value of property and
the same floating debt. Whichever course is followed, at the
maturity of the bonds, after all adjustments have been made, the
problem of bond discount has disappeared. The utility is in ex
actly the same position, except for temporary inconvenience, as
if it had issued bonds at an interest rate of 5.93 per cent and sold
them at par.
Issuance of Securities to Cover Discount

We now pass to a consideration of whether utilities should be
permitted to issue additional securities to the amount of the dis
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count suffered in the sale of bonds. The cases on this question
are about equally divided. In the case of the Chicago Great West
ern Railroad Company, Illinois, P. U. R. 1915 A, 800, a railroad
company was authorized to issue bonds to provide for discount
on an issue of bonds for refunding capital expenditures. In the
case of the St. Louis and Santa Fe Railroad Company, Missouri,
P. U. R. 1916 F, 49, the Missouri commission made allowance for
discount of bonds in authorizing securities in a railroad re-organi
zation. In the case of the Bronx Gas and Electric Company, New
York 1st District, 2 P. S. C. R. (1st district N. Y.) 178, decided
in 1910, the New York commission authorized bonds to cover
premiums and commissions on bonds previously authorized, but
required the expense to be amortized.

On the other hand, in the case of the San Diego Consolidated
Gas and Electric Company, California, 2 Cal. R. C. R. 264, cited
in P. U. R. 1917 D, 853, decided in 1913, the California commis
sion makes a very convincing argument to the effect that debenture
bonds cannot be authorized to cover discount on bonds. In the
case of the Westbrook Gas Company, Maine, P. U. R. 1915, B,
358, the Maine commission refused to consider discounts and com
missions on previous capital issued in authorizing issues under
a mortgage providing for an issue of bonds to the extent of 90 per
cent of the cost of extensions. In the case of the Joplin and Pitts
burg Railway Company, Missouri, P. U. R. 1919 B, 388, the
Missouri commission said:
This item has been excluded by this commission in all cases, and has
practically ceased to be considered a proper item for capitalization, even
by companies seeking a valuation of property.

In the case of the Indiana General Service Company, Indiana
No. 3351, decided January 12, 1918, the Indiana commission re
fused authority to fund bond discount in bonds, upon the theory
that this indebtedness should not be capitalized but should be ex
tinguished by an amortization account provided for that purpose.
In the case of the Muncie Electric Light Company, Indiana
No. 1556, decided May 26, 1916, the Indiana commission denied
this company, which was the predecessor of the Indiana General
Service Company, authority to fund bond discount in preferred
stock, even though the discount was being amortized from earn29
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ings and the proceeds were being invested in additions and
betterments to the plant. The commission said:
The commission is of the opinion that said company should not be given
authority to sell its preferred stock to cover said bond discount. The pro
ceeds arising from said amortization account should be applied in extin
guishing the remainder of said loan, to wit, $106,351.25, and not in making
additions and betterments. The proper application of an amortization ac
count is to the extinguishment of a debt and not to the creation of better
ments and additions.

In the case of the Merchants Heat and Light Company, No.
4732, September 23, 1919, the Indiana commission refused the
company authority to fund bond discount in common stock. The
commission said:
The commission has refused to authorize securities to cover bond dis
count, or to allow for bond discount in valuing utility property (citing
cases), and has taken the position that bond discount is a form of interest,
and is not properly chargeable to capital account or operating expenses
(citing cases). Instead it requires that bond discount be amortized during
the life of the bonds, and that the annual amortization charges be deducted
from income.

In its last case involving this question, No. 4938, March 31,
1920, the Indiana commission reiterated its position, and denied
the United Public Service Company of Rochester authority to issue
$62,500 of bonds to refund $50,000 of bonds maturing. The com
mission said :
The commission cannot approve the issuance of $62,500 of bonds to re
fund $50,000 of bonds now maturing. In similar cases it has consistently
held that refunding issues should be of the same total par value as the bonds
refunded. To adopt the position which petitioner asks the commission to
assume would result in increasing the mortgage indebtedness of utilities
each time a refunding is negotiated. Where the total outstanding bonds
approach or equal the value of the property, such a course would be doubly
unwise. It would soon make the total of the mortgage indebtedness greater
than the value of the property mortgaged. Bonds issued under such circum
stances would be of questionable value.
In the last analysis this is a petition to issue bonds to cover bond dis
count. It proposes permanently to capitalize petitioner’s lack of credit and
the high interest rate it is forced to pay. The commission has consistently
refused to authorize the issuance of any kind of securities to cover bond
discount (citing cases). Bond discount is a form of interest and should not
appear in the capitalization of a utility. The purpose of amortizing the
discount is to put it on an annual basis like other forms of interest.

One more class of cases remains to be considered: where issu
ance of securities to cover bond discount, while regarded as unde
sirable as a general practice, was permitted in case of financial
emergency. In the case of the New York and Richmond Gas
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Company, New York 1st District, P. U. R. 1918 F, 449, the com
mission said:
Upon the facts of the present case, I have no doubt that the provisions
of the public service commission law permit the commission in its sound
discretion to authorize an issue of bonds for purposes ordinarily chargeable
to operating expenses or to income. The appellate division in the Dry Dock
case (135 N. Y. S. 344) has so indicated. The commission has itself done
this a number of times, as, for instance, where, owing to a sale of, say, four
per cent bonds at eighty instead of six per cent bonds at par, the issue of
a greater amount of bonds is necessary in order to finance the desired amount
of proceeds. In such a case the additional amount of bonds issued to make
up discount is charged to income, and is properly regarded to be amortized
out of future income during the term of the bonds.
Generally, under normal conditions, it is, of course, preferable that
no bonds be sanctioned for purposes chargeable to operating expense or to
income, even with a provision for amortization during the period the bonds
will be outstanding. War-time conditions may call for a relaxing of that
rule and an earnest effort to find a way of meeting the company’s situation.

In the case of the Central Maine Power Company, Maine,
P. U. R. 1918 C, 792, securities were authorized to cover the dis
count on previous issues of securities, as a special provision where
the abnormal condition of business justified the funding of
temporary obligations. However, part of these obligations had
been amortized, and the amortization requirement was continued,
so that at the maturity of the bonds the utility would have funds to
the amount of the securities issued to cover the discount.
In the case of the Tyrone Electric Company, Illinois P. U. R.
1916 E 700, the utility was allowed to issue bonds, for the pur
chase of property, to a par value greater than the value of the
property purchased. The utility was ordered not to charge the
amount of the discount to operating expense or capital account,
but to profit and loss or net income. This case is at variance with
the general policy of the Illinois commission, and the issue of the
bonds was permitted in this case only in order to insure better
service.
Turning to the merits of the question, I do not believe that any
sound method of financing would permit the issue of bonds to fund
discount, except in the most unusual circumstances. The funda
mental objection to such an issuance is that a mortgage obligation
would thereby be assumed in excess of the value of the property
mortgaged. If the existing bonded indebtedness of the utility were
already in excess of the value of its property, the issuance of bonds
in excess of the property added would bring still nearer the in
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evitable collapse of the utility’s credit and foreclosure of the mort
gage, with loss to the bond-holders. If the value of the property
bonded were substantially equal to or larger than the existing
bonded indebtedness, the issuance of such bonds would reduce the
margin of safety and finally imperil solvency.
A possible objection to this position is that only the realization
has been borrowed and not the face value—in other words, that
the face value of the bonds is not the true debt of the utility, for
the sum representing discount represents only deferred interest
payments on the realization.
If this is true, it may be asked what objection can be raised
to the issuance of additional bonds to the amount of the discount.
The answer is that the face value of the bonds indicates not only
the amount of the debt but the amount to which the property is
mortgaged. The amount of the mortgage should not exceed at the
outside 85 per cent of the value of the property securing it. This
means that the face value of the bonds issued on account of ex
tensions and improvements should not exceed 85 per cent of their
value, irrespective of our theory as to how much debt is assumed
when bonds are issued at a discount.
The same reasoning applies with equal directness, although not
with equal force, to the issue of stock for such purpose. It is true
that by such issue no additional mortgage obligations are assumed
and the solvency of the company is not endangered. But it is no
less true, on the other hand, that securities are issued to a higher
face value than the value of the property, and this is bound to
result in over-capitalization and its attendant evils.
If securities of any sort to cover bond discount are sold upon
the market, they pass into the hands of innocent third parties. If
securities of any kind are issued in excess of the value of the prop
erty acquired with the proceeds, the result is to make the securities
of the company of doubtful value. The fundamental object of
security regulation, it seems to me, should be to prevent any
further issuance of securities in excess of the value of the prop
erty purchased with the proceeds, and to reduce such disparity if
possible where it is already in existence. If public utility securities
are to be safe investments, and capital is thus to be attracted to
the public utility field, there can be no compromise on this principle.
It is true that stocks or bonds could be temporarily issued to
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cover the item of bond discount and be retired at the maturity of the
bonds. But unless there are adequate safeguards, the proceeds of
such sale might be dissipated, and the objects of security regula
tion thus be defeated. If such stocks or bonds were authorized
temporarily, sound financing would require the raising of a sink
ing fund to retire at maturity the securities issued to cover dis
count. If this were required, the issuance of securities to cover
bond discount would be of no advantage to the utility, except that
it would have the use for a time of money representing the dis
count, which it would immediately have to begin to pay back
serially. It is perfectly clear that the permanent funding of an ex
pense which is not properly a capital charge can not be permitted,
and that, though temporary funding might be permitted, it
would be of very small advantage, if any, to the utility. Moreover
it is much easier to get securities issued than it is to get them
retired. Any issue of securities whatever to cover this item is a
rather desperate expedient to secure money and displays a danger
ous disregard of the future day of reckoning.
The net result of refusing to authorize securities for bond dis
count is to force the utility either temporarily to reinvest earnings
applicable to dividends to such amount or to borrow money to
anticipate such reinvestment for a short term. In the case above
cited where the utility has sold $15,000 of stock at par and $85,000
of bonds at 90 per cent of par, it has realized from the sale of
securities only $91,500 with which to pay for $100,000 of property.
To reinvest immediately earnings of $8,500 would not be a hard
ship, for any utility which makes extensions of $100,000 in one
year would have an amount of capital stock in comparison with
which $8,500 would be quite negligible. If, however, the utility
desires to postpone part of the reinvestment to another year, it
can do so by incurring temporary debt which it can retire from
future net income, and the burden of reinvestment will be still
easier. To require the re-investment of earnings to the amount of
the discount deprives the stockholder of nothing to which he is
entitled, for it increases his equity in the property proportionately;
moreover at maturity there will be provisions for repaying the
amount reinvested, either in the form of surplus or in the form
of dividends.
If earnings are too low to permit reinvestment to the amount
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of the discount, the condition of the utility is very precarious in
deed. Any securities it might issue would be of very doubtful
value, and to authorize such securities might reflect seriously upon
the commission.
After all, no securities, either stock or bonds, should be issued
except to fund capital charges—and bond discount is not a capital
charge. Floating debt, however, can properly be increased to re
imburse the treasury for operating expenses, operating deficit, dis
counts, capital charges or any expenses whatever. A temporary
matter, such as bond discount, should be financed only by tempo
rary means, not by the issuance of securities which will be a per
manent part of the utility’s capitalization.

There is a serious question whether under the Indiana law
the issuance of securities for bond discount is permissible. Sec
tion 90 of the public service commission act, which states the
purposes for which securities may be issued, does not include bond
discount among them. Section 89 provides that securities may be
issued only to an amount “reasonably necessary” for the purposes
recognized in section 90. The issuance of securities to fund bond
discount is not reasonably necessary for “the acquisition of the
property,” “the construction completion, extension or improve
ment of its facilities,” or any of the other purposes for which bonds
may properly be issued, because there is another easier, safer and
more conservative method of securing the funds, viz., reinvestment
of earnings or temporary loans not secured by mortgage, to be
retired from future reinvested earnings.
From the point of view of the commission, there is an addi
tional advantage in refusing to authorize the issuance of securities
to cover bond discount. The commission has had occasion in many
cases to question whether the discount at which bonds were being
sold was not excessive. There has been tremendous pressure on
the commission from time to time to permit an excessive discount.
If the commission adopts the policy of requiring the reinvestment
of earnings to the amount of the discount, utilities will tend to
issue their securities under terms which will make it possible to
sell them at or above par, thus removing the question of the treat
ment of bond discount altogether.
In conclusion, any practice that results in disparity or increases
any existing disparity between capitalization and value is incorrect
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and is based upon wrong theories. To issue stock or bonds to
fund bond discount would have this result. It is clear that bond
discount is a form of interest rather than a capital charge, and
differs from other interest only in that it is paid in one sum at
maturity instead of annually. The practice of requiring its amorti
zation causes this interest charge to be met annually and prevents
the dispersion in dividends of the funds necessary to meet it at
maturity. To require temporary reinvestment of earnings or the
incurring of temporary floating debt to the amount of the dis
count is far better both from the standpoint of the utility and of
the public than the issuance of securities in any circumstances or
with any provisions for retirement.
A sound policy in regard to bond discount therefore contains
four elements:
(1) The issuance of bonds to a par value not greater than
85 per cent of the value of extensions and improvements.
(2) The issuance of no securities, either stocks or bonds, to
pay for such part of the cost of extensions and improve
ments as cannot be realized by the sale of stock and
bonds to the par value of the cost of the property added.
(3) The building up during the life of the bonds of an
amortization fund which will equal the discount at ma
turity, the annual payments to be deducted from income.
(4) The use of the amortization fund at maturity for the
following purposes:
(a) To retire bonds to the amount of the discount, if
earnings have not been reinvested in the property
to such amount during the life of the bonds, bonds
of the original issue only to the amount of the
realization being refunded, or
(b) To repay to the stockholders either in the form
of undistributed surplus or dividends the amount
of reinvested earnings, if earnings have been re
invested to the amount of the discount during the
life of the bonds, the full par value of the original
issue being refunded.
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Accounting for Proprietary Preparations
By John H. Devlin

In order properly to consider the salient features of accounting
for proprietary preparations it will first be necessary to outline
the commercial economics of the industry. While the following
observations might apply in general to all trade-marked prepara
tions including foodstuffs, paints, etc. (except as to the percent
age of gross profit), they have special reference to patent medi
cines, toilet preparations and the like.
It is seldom that a highly capitalized corporation is launched
for the initial manufacture and sale of proprietary medicines and
toilet preparations on an extensive scale, as the sales for the first
few years are usually of such slow growth that heavy fixed
charges would prove disastrous financially. The accountant, there
fore, will generally find that a corporation of substantial size in
this industry is the successor to a much smaller business entity
and that on the books the asset “formulas, trade-marks and good
will” obtrudes itself very conspicuously, as in most instances it
properly should. However, in this trinity just why goodwill is
customarily stated last is not evident, as it nearly always in such
cases has a preponderating value. It is only in exceptional cases
that the formulas, apart from the goodwill, have a high market
value, as it is not difficult to imitate or substitute the average
formula; but, conversely, the goodwill of popular proprietary
preparations frequently will command an exceedingly high price
though divorced from the formulas.
This leads to the suggestion that whenever the respective cost
values can be obtained it is advisable to set up goodwill, trade
marks and formulas in separate accounts. Accepted accounting
doctrine does not approve of fluctuations in the goodwill account,
but trade-marks account may be increased by the cost of secur
ing registration of additional trade-marks and in some cases also
by the cost of successful litigation in protecting trade-mark rights,
while formulas account may be increased by the cost of acquiring
new formulas or improving old ones even though this cost may
be in the form of salary paid to a staff chemist, and the account
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may be decreased by the cost of discarded formulas. When the
three factors are combined in one account and a comparison of
periodic balance-sheets discloses changes in the account the ques
tion arises as to which factor has been changed.
In enterprises of the type under consideration the gap between
production cost and selling price is usually wide, the gross profits
generally averaging from 60 to 65 per cent. This margin is made
necessary by the heavy cost of advertising and other selling ex
penses. Therefore in the profit and loss statement interest centers
on the selling rather than on the manufacturing costs, reversing the
general rule, and it is incumbent on the accountant appropriately
to analyze selling expenditures so that intelligent periodic com
parisons may be made of the various factors comprising the
cost of the selling effort and the exhibit of increases or decreases
and percentages to sales.

The advertising account should be sub-classified into appro
priate divisions, as for instance, publication advertising, poster
advertising, window display material, demonstration expense, cir
cularizing, free samples, etc.
Usually a sample or booklet is offered free in the advertise
ments, the latter being keyed so that statistical records may be
kept of the number of replies from each advertisement for the
guidance of the advertising manager.
If sample size packages are sold the revenue from this source
should be carried in a separate sales account as the percentage
of gross profit is likely to be considerably smaller than on the
regular sales. The profits from the sale of samples might consis
tently be considered a reduction of advertising expense rather
than a trading income.
Toward the close of the fiscal year, should extraordinary
advertising expense have been incurred, the returns from which
may not be expected until the following year, it will be appropriate
to withhold such expenditure from the current profit and loss
account, and to defer the amount under the caption “prepaid ad
vertising expense.”
Cuts, electros and drawings for advertisements may also be
temporarily capitalized as deferred charges, but proper periodic
reductions of the account should be instituted to cover the value
of obsolete cuts and drawings and worn-out electros.
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In other balance-sheet and administrative accounts the classi
fication and procedure would be much the same as for any other
manufacturing and trading partnership or corporation.
Manufacturing Costs

The management not infrequently will be found apathetic
toward the proposition of installing a complete cost system on
the theory that the selling price is standard and cannot be made
to reflect the fluctuations in cost and also because there is a wide
margin of safety between cost and selling price.
If the only function of a cost system were determination of
exact cost there would be some logic in this argument, but it hap
pens that a true cost system has another attribute—it is a potential
agency for the reduction or stabilization of costs.
In considering the best cost system for proprietary prepara
tions it should be borne in mind that in many cases the cost of
the preparation itself is equalled or exceeded by the labor and ma
terial and overhead cost of packing, and it will be necessary to
ascertain the cost of each of these two elements of the com
pleted marketable product separately and then combine them,
especially as the method of cost finding is likely to be different for
the two elements.
Finished Bulk Product Cost

Finished bulk product cost comprises the liquids, pastes,
powders, pills and tablets (compressed powders) in bulk before
being enclosed in standard unit packages.
If the laboratory is a large one and its output consists of pro
ducts of distinctive classes it would be advisable to departmentalize
it for cost accounting purposes; but if methods of manufacture
and character of products permit, it may be treated as one de
partment, particularly if the products are exclusively liquid.
The manufacturing process as applied to liquids is almost en
tirely a chemical one and there is practically no direct labor in the
cost accounting sense. The manual work consists mainly of mov
ing material for the purpose of filling or emptying vats, etc.
Labor is, therefore, a secondary rather than a primary cost ele
ment. The process hour basis for determining the cost of liquids
will generally prove the most satisfactory. The process hour rate,
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to be applied to all productions utilizing the process facilities dur
ing the cost period, is determined as follows:
Total operating costs of process for period
------------------------------------------------------------------------ = process hour rate
Total process time of all production process for period---------------- for period

If there are several processes or departments in the labora
tory a separate hour rate should be determined for each process
or department. The operating costs of a process will include
not only such items as superintendence, repairs and depreciation
on equipment, floor space charges, power, heat and light, insur
ance, etc., but also laboratory labor.
Through the medium of process time cards the periods of time
each production order for a specific product has been in process
is reported to the cost department. The total hours on these
cards for the cost period divided into the process costs for the
period will give the process hour rate in accordance with the
foregoing formula.
To the process cost of each production order will be added
the material cost, ascertained from material requisitions on the
stockkeeper or from material-used reports, to find the complete
cost, at which cost entry will be made on the finished bulk product
stock records according to product.
The process hour basis may also be employed satisfactorily in
finding the cost of mixing pastes, powders, etc., but the conver
sion of powders into pills and tablets is frequently a machine
operation and it will be necessary, to find the cost thereof, to
utilize the machine hour, direct labor or kindred basis.
Part Finished Bulk Product Cost

In some laboratories several materials are combined to form
a part finished bulk product which is a common constituent of
two or more finished bulk products. In such cases a production
order should be issued for a specific quantity of the part finished
product and the cost should be determined by the same method
as for finished bulk products. When completed the part finished
product will be recorded as such on the stock records at the ascer
tained cost and charged out of stock at this cost when it goes
back into process to become part of a finished bulk product.
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Material Cost

of

Bulk Products

If conditions will permit, it is, of course, preferable to deliver
to the laboratory out of the store-room (on a material requisition)
the exact quantities of materials required for a given production
order. Such requisitioned quantities will be credited on the stock
records and charged to production at the stock record costs. As
care must be observed, however, to avoid too much red tape this
method is riot always feasible, especially when it is desired to
maintain secrecy as to formulas or when there are numerous in
gredients to a formula, some of them in minute quantities.
In such cases the accountant will have to be content with a
static material cost based on the chemist’s estimate, but it may be
approximately verified, and adjusted if necessary, from time to
time through the medium of material-control accounts properly
classified.
Finished Packed Product Cost

As previously suggested the cost of packing material, labor
and overhead is often even greater than the cost of the product
itself, so that accurate and illuminating analysis of the packing
cost is of paramount importance.
Material

The items entering into the cost under the heading of material
will usually be found to embrace a part or all of the following:
Finished bulk products (to be packed) ;
Bottles, jars, collapsible tubes, tin, wooden or pasteboard boxes;
Corks, rubber stoppers, screw caps, patent box covers;
Labels, paper seals, etc.;
Folding paste-board cartons, corrugated wrapper cartons;
Containers to hold standard quantity of unit packages, as for
example ½ dozen, 1 dozen, etc.
With the exception of the first mentioned item, there is no
reason why the cost of any of these materials used on a given
production order cannot be found accurately through the agency
of material requisitions and proper stock records, particularly if
production orders are issued for standard quantities, as for ex
ample 100 gross, 500 gross, etc., at a time. The employment of
counting machines will simplify the counting of small items such
as corks, labels and the like.
In some cases the exact quantity of the finished bulk product
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required on a given production order may be conveniently requisi
tioned and delivered to the packing department, but there are other
instances wherein this is impracticable, as for instance where the
product is delivered to the packing department through a piping
system. When this condition exists the quantity packed may be
closely estimated by multiplying the number of packages com
pleted by the average quantity per package plus a proper per
centage for spillage. The production order will be charged and
the stock records credited accordingly.
Labor

and

Overhead

The basis for ascertaining the labor and overhead cost will be
governed largely by the character of the operations in vogue.
The operations will usually be found as follows:
Filling (enclosing product in bottles, jars, collapsible tubes,
etc.) ;
Closing or sealing (affixing cork, screw cap, cover, etc.) ;
Labelling (attaching one or several labels to a single package) ;
“Cartoning” (inserting bottle, jar, tube, etc., in individual fold
ing carton or corrugated paper carton). This operation frequently
includes insertion of printed matter and samples in the carton.
“Containering” (packing a standard quantity of unit packages
in container).
The direct labor basis of cost accounting for these packing
operations will usually prove both simple and reasonably accurate,
especially if piece-work prevails, as it often does. In some plants
all these operations are entirely manual, while in others filling,
corking and labelling are done by special machines either indi
vidually operated or more or less automatic. In such cases the
machine-hour basis may be adopted, which will provide for the
inclusion of the packing department overhead in the machine-hour
rate.
With the direct-labor basis, the percentage that the entire over
head cost of the packing department bears to the entire packing
direct-labor cost should be computed for the cost period and this
percentage applied to the direct-labor cost on all production
orders for the cost period.
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General Ledger Control

of

Cost System

The cost system may be controlled by the following general
ledger accounts:
Laboratory raw materials.
Packing raw materials.
Laboratory work in process.
Packing work in process.
Part finished bulk product.
Finished bulk product.
Finished packed product.
Cost of goods sold.
Materials requisitioned will be credited to the appropriate ma
terial accounts and charged to the proper work in process accounts.
Finished production orders will be credited to the indicated
work in process account and charged to the proper part finished
or finished product account. The cost figures entered on sales
tickets will be credited to finished (packed) product account and
charged to cost of goods sold account.
The foregoing is merely a bare outline for a cost system.
Further details would be largely influenced by the conditions cur
rent in any given plant. What might be cost medicine for one
plant not improbably would prove to be cost poison for another.
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Some Difficulties in Percentages
By Leroy L. Perrine

To an accountant percentages are familiar friends. It is safe
to say that few reports are submitted to clients, particularly those
reports relating to audits, which are not plentifully sprinkled
with percentage signs. The increases or decreases in the current
year’s business, as compared with the business of the preceding
year; the ratio of items of expenses such as advertising, wages,
rent and the like to the total of sales or to the total of all ex
penses—these and various other statistics are frequently expressed
in terms of percentages, thus facilitating a more thorough under
standing of the various phases of the business. So frequently
are percentages used and so simple is it to compute the vast ma
jority of them on tabulating machines or by pencil or “in our
heads,” that some accountants, more particularly those in the
junior grades, are apt to treat them too lightly. In this brief
article, an attempt will be made to describe a few of the more
difficult percentage computations—probably, however, to most
accountants, not particularly difficult, but merely unusual.
Probably one of the most frequent errors in the use of per
centages is in their addition or subtraction. Relative to this it is
well to remember that percentages can be added or subtracted
only when they result from dividing by the same base or divisor.
A simple illustration of this principle is shown in the case of
determining percentages of the total expenses for various indi
vidual expenses. For example:
Expense
A......................................................
B......................................................
C......................................................
D......................................................

Amount
$ 80,000
70,000
40,000
60,000

Percentage
of total
32%
28%
16%
24%

Total ......................................

$250,000

100%

The accuracy of the above percentage computations is obvious.
The base, or divisor, for computing all five percentages is the
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same, namely, $250,000; and it is correct to add the percentages
so derived. The fact that the sum of the first four percentages
is 100 per cent is a partial check on the correctness of the work,
although such an addition would not disclose any “switches” which
might have been made.
A different situation is shown in the following table, and
illustrates the fallacy of what accountants sometimes call “getting
the average of an average.” This situation is frequently con
fusing. How it works out is set forth below:
Branch
Store A........... ...
Store B...........
Store C...........
Store D...........

Sales
$100,000
200,000
75,000
25,000

Cost of sales
$ 70,000
150,000
60,000
21,000

Total ... ...

$400,000

$301,000

Ratio of cost of
sales to sales
70.00%
75.00%
80.00%
84.00%
75.25%

The above is the correct computation of percentages. But in
stances have been known where the percentage of the total of the
four branches has been computed by adding together the first four
percentages, and then dividing this result by four; in other words,
dividing 309 per cent by 4, giving 77.25 per cent as the incorrect
result. Such a method attaches as much weight to the relatively
large percentages of the two small stores as to the relatively
small percentages of the two large stores and is manifestly errone
ous. It is never correct to use this “average of an average”
method. To find the final percentage, the right method is to
divide the total cost of sales by the total sales. Occasionally the
result obtained by the “average of an average” method will coin
cide with the result obtained by the first method, but this will
not be a proof that the latter result is correct. It will be merely
a coincidence and not a habit.
The preceding table shows how percentages are sometimes
incorrectly added. The following table shows how they may be
occasionally incorrectly subtracted:
Year ended
Dec. 31,1919
Gross earnings........ . $90,000
60,000
Operating expenses.

Net earnings... .

$30,000

Year ended
Dec. 31,1918
$80,000
55,ooo
$25,000
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Percentage of
Increase inc. or decrease
$10,000
12.50%
5,ooo
9.09%

$5,ooo

20.00%

Some Difficulties in Percentages

The only difficulty which sometimes arises from tables like the
above is in working out the last percentage. It is practically the
universal custom to consider the figures of the preceding year
as the base (or divisor) figures, and not those of the later year.
The different figures in the third column are the dividends, and
the percentages in the last column are the quotients. The first
three amounts on the net earnings line are, of course, merely
the differences between gross earning and operating expenses,
and sometimes young accountants make the mistake of assuming
that the percentage on this line may also be obtained by differenc
ing. This method will seldom work out the correct result; and if
it does, it will, as stated above, be only a coincidence and prove
nothing.
The above tables have involved only what are sometimes called
“black figures.” The most confusing problems in percentage
computations, in the opinion of the writer, are those which deal
with “red figures,” or, more accurately, those which involve both
black and red figures. A simple case illustrating this difficulty is
shown in the case of a man who lost $500 during his first year
in business and gained $1,000 during his second year. What
is the percentage of increase? Some accountants give the answer
as 300 per cent, meaning 300 per cent black, obtaining this answer
by dividing $1,500 by $500. But they would obtain this same
result by assuming that this man gained $250 during his first
year (instead of losing $500), gaining $750 on $250, which works
out to 300 per cent. If two men make the same amount in their
second year of business ($1,000), while in their first year one
man lost $500 and the other gained $250, it is clear that the per
centages of increase must be different. Both answers can not be
the same. The explanation is that the first man gained 300 per
cent red and that the second man gained 300 per cent black. The
answer of 300 per cent red is obtained by dividing a black dividend
($1,500) by a red base ($500). The answer of 300 per cent
black is obtained by dividing a black dividend ($750) by a black
base or divisor ($250). Numerous errors will creep into per
centage computations such as the one illustrated above, unless the
distinction between red and black figures is kept clearly in mind.
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The following table illustrates some computations in red
figures.
*
Year ended
Dec. 31,1919
Gross earnings........ $80,000
Operating expenses.
85,000
Net earnings...

$ 5,000

Year ended
Dec. 31,1918
$ 90,000
100,000

Inc.—black
Dec.—red
$10,000
15,000

Percentage of
inc. or decr’se
11.11%
15.00%

$ 10,000

$ 5,000

50.00%

Results such as the above are of infrequent occurrence in
actual business, but occasionally something along this line devel
ops and causes some study and possible confusion merely be
cause of its unusual features. The first percentage results from
dividing the red decrease of $10,000 by the black divisor figure of
$90,000, giving a red percentage of 11.11 per cent. A similar
explanation applies to the red figure of 15.00 per cent. But the
red percentage of 50.00 per cent is hard to explain. Most ac
countants naturally consider that a red figure indicates a loss, a
decrease, a going backward. Occasionally, however, this is not
true. It is practically universal in accounting and statistical state
ments that black figures are in harmony with the caption at
the head of a column, while red figures indicate the reverse. For
example, in a column headed “Increase,” black figures would in
dicate increases, and red figures would indicate decreases. But
in a column headed “Decrease,” black figures would indicate de
creases, while red figures would have a significance exactly the
reverse of their ordinary meaning and would indicate increases.
In the case under consideration, therefore, the red percentage
of 50.00 per cent would ordinarily convey the meaning that the
1919 net earnings were less than the 1918 net earnings. This
is not the case, however, for here is a company whose net earnings
actually improved in 1919 over 1918, and yet the percentage of im
provement is shown in red. To be sure, the company lost money
during both years, but it lost less in 1919 than in 1918 by $5,000.
It made a gain in net earnings, and such a gain, it would naturally
seem, should be expressed in black and not in red. Nevertheless,
the red figure of 50.00 per cent is absolutely correct, and is
accounted for by the fact that we are dividing a black $5,000 by a
red $10,000, and the result must inevitably be a red 50 per cent.
* The author’s so-called “red” figures are printed in italic; the “black” in
roman.—Editor.
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This conclusion will be clear to those familiar with algebra, where
the plus sign corresponds with the black figures and the minus sign
with the red figures.
In addition to cases involving red or black figures, there are
other cases which might result when the figures (or some of them)
are neither red nor black, but zero. In fact, by ringing the changes,
there are nine possible calculations, based upon nine combinations
of black figures, red figures and zeros. These will be illustrated
numerically in a subsequent paragraph. Expressed in formulas,
they may be stated as follows:
(1) Black (or plus) divided by black (or plus) equals black
(or plus).
(2) Red (or minus) divided by black (or plus) equals red
(or minus).
(3) Zero divided by black (or plus) equals zero.
(4) Black (or plus) divided by red (or minus) equals red
(or minus).
(5) Red (or minus) divided by red (or minus) equals black
(or plus).
(6) Zero divided by red (or minus) equals zero.
(7) Black (or plus) divided by zero equals plus infinity.
(8) Red (or minus) divided by zero equals minus infinity.
(9) Zero divided by zero equals—not computable.
The above nine formulas doubtless appear, at first sight, rather
theoretical, and to most readers of this article practical illustra
tions will be more to the point. Following are examples of each
of the above nine formulas:
Net earnings
in 1919
(1)........ ........ $7,000
3,ooo
(2)........ ........
5,ooo
(3)........ ........
3,000
(4),.... ........
7,000
(5)........ ........
5,ooo
(6)........ ........
2,000
(7)........ ........
2,000
(8)........ ........
Zero
(9)........ ........

Net earnings
in 1918
$5,000
5,ooo
5,ooo
5,ooo
5,000
5,ooo
Zero
Zero
Zero

Inc.—black
Dec.—red
$2,000
2,000
Zero
2,000
2,000
Zero
2,000
2,000
Zero

Percentage of
inc. or decrease
40%
40%
Zero %
40%
40%
Zero %
Plus infinity %
Minus infinity %
Not computable

In actual practice, case (1) covers the vast majority of com
putations, with case (2) next in number. Cases (4) and (5) will
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occur in companies where the business of the year preceding the
current year has resulted in net losses. Cases (3) and (6), where
the figures in the first two columns are identical, will occasionally
be met. Cases (7), (8) and (9) are of rare occurrence.
From the preceding paragraph, it is clear that some percent
ages, even when correctly computed, may be difficult to explain.
One of the most important requirements of any report, account
ing or otherwise, is that it shall be fairly easy to understand. In
line with this idea, the purpose in using percentages in a report
should be to clarify and illumine it and to render more compre
hensible the various figures contained in it. If there is any per
centage computation, or group of such computations, which fails
to accomplish this purpose, it would be better to eliminate it
altogether. The writer has seen some accounting exhibits
which were a puzzle in this respect. It is to be hoped that the
clients understood them, for most accountants would not. Such
intricate and involved computations remind one of the saying of
Talleyrand, the great French diplomat, that speech was invented,
not for the purpose of disclosing one’s thoughts, but to conceal
them.
It is the hope of the writer that this brief article may help to
prevent some errors in the computations of percentages, or help
to eliminate from reports percentages which are difficult to ex
plain, which might otherwise creep into some of our accounting
statistics.
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Treasury Stock
By Ray H. Whitehead

Most of our accepted authorities on accounting terminology
and procedure have correctly defined treasury stock in terms
somewhat as follows: “Capital stock that has once been issued
and is subsequently acquired by the issuing concern either by
gift, donation or purchase and placed in the treasury. Treasury
stock must not be confused with unissued stock.”
With few exceptions, most of our authorities seem to have
considered further discussion unnecessary. The few exceptions,
however, have gone a little farther and state that treasury stock
is an asset and must not be shown on the balance-sheet as a
deduction from capital stock as the net worth will be thereby
understated. This discussion is an attempt at answering two
very important questions which our authorities have not elabor
ated.
What kind of an asset is treasury stock?
How is the net worth understated on the balance-sheet when
treasury stock is shown as a deduction from capital stock?
When treasury stock is acquired by gift or donation there
is much less to discuss, as there must be an offsetting credit
to either an asset or an account called donated surplus, and
it is evident that the gift or donation has been made on account
of an over-valuation of assets. It is unlikely that the asset given in
payment therefor is of equal value, unless the donation be
considered a loan which is to be later repaid.
Treasury stock acquired by purchase is the subject of this
discussion.
The assets received in exchange for shares of capital stock
are construed as a “trust fund to secure creditors.” To reac
quire shares of capital stock by purchase, assets must be given
in exchange, and when this is done the original amount repre
senting the trust fund has been reduced.
It is a common fallacy of a great many accountants that a
concern purchasing its own shares of capital stock is investing
its funds in its own stock. Why is it not as reasonable to say
that a concern, in liquidating its accounts payable, is investing
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its funds in accounts payable? This, of course, is reductio ad
absurdum. In all probability, the reasoning thus advanced arises
through the legal qualification of treasury stock as a form of
collateral which may be hypothecated or pledged as such to secure
loans; but the discerning banker or other pledgee has certainly
not considered the value of such collateral the chief factor in
granting the loan.
While the lender probably does not condescend to take so
critical a view of the real worth of treasury stock, it is obvious
that the funds lent on this class of collateral are in the same
category as the original assets given in exchange for shares of
stock.
If the purchase of its own shares of capital stock by a
concern reduces the amount of the original trust fund, then
the assets acquired from the re-sale of these shares out of the
treasury is, in effect, only replenishing the trust fund.
We often hear it argued that an investment of the funds
of a concern in its own shares of stock is as much an investment
as if the funds had been invested in shares of another concern.
An investment in shares of stock of another concern acquires an
equity in the assets of the issuing concern, plus a right to share
in the earnings. An investment in shares of a concern’s own
stock carries neither an equity in assets nor a right to share in
earnings. Treasury stock does not draw dividends nor share
in the distribution of assets.
Theoretically, if it be assumed that treasury stock is an in
vestment, an investment in shares of another concern constitutes
a real investment, while an investment in shares of a concern’s
own stock constitutes a nominal investment.
The nominal investment, therefore, is simply an investment
in a right to re-sell a certain number of shares which have been
placed in the treasury, and the cost of this investment can not
be said to be the price paid for the shares, because the payment
for the shares was only an exchange of assets for a capital liability.
The right was gratis, and the value of this right is only determined
by the value received when the shares are re-sold.
A definition of treasury stock, after giving effect to the fore
going, would be as follows:
Treasury stock: a term used to denote a reduction of assets
originally placed with a concern as a trust fund to secure credi50
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tors. Its retention on the books may be only temporary; and its
appearance on the books is indicative of a right to restore the
trust fund in part or in whole.
It may be argued that the original assets received in exchange
for shares of capital stock have been overlooked through merger
with other assets acquired out of profits from operations. This
is true; but the fact remains that, so long as the original shares
are outstanding and owned by others than the concern itself,
the trust fund remains intact. Although a concern may accumu
late its earnings until they reach an amount far in excess of the
amount represented by capital stock, the trust fund, as repre
sented by capital stock, should, metaphorically, appear in alto
rilievo from the heterogeneous mass of assets composing the trust
fund and accumulated earnings.
The net worth of a concern is the excess of assets over liabili
ties. If treasury stock is included among the assets of a concern
the net worth will be thereby overstated. As an example, we shall
assume the balance-sheet of the “A” company to appear as fol
lows :
The “A” Company

Liabilities and capital

Assets

Cash.................................... $105,000.00 Accounts payable............... $300,000.00
Inventory.......................... 200,000.00 Capital stock....................... 250,000.00
Plant.................................. 455,000.00 Surplus................................ 210,000.00
$760,000.00

$760,000.00

The “A” company purchases from M, a stockholder, 50
shares at book value, viz: $184 a share, giving M a cheque for
$9,200. The balance-sheet should then appear as follows:
The “A” Company

Assets

Liabilities and capital

Cash.................................... $ 95,800.00
Inventory........................... 200,000.00
Plant.................................. 455,000.00

Accounts payable.............. $300,000.00
Capital stock.. $250,000.00
Less:
Treas. stock,
5,000.00 245,000.00
Surplus..............................

$750,800.00
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The net worth, as shown by the first balance-sheet, is...................... $460,000.00
and as shown by the second balance-sheet........................................ 450,800.00
resulting in a net decrease in net worth of........................................ $

9,200.06

This is accounted for as follows:
Reduction of the original trust fund by giving back assets
valued at...................................................................................... $ 5,000.00
and the distribution of accumulated earnings on 50 shares of
capital stock amounting to......................................................
4,200.00
$

9,200.00

Going on the theory that the “A” company has invested $9,200
in its own capital stock, the balance-sheet would then appear:
The “A” Company
Assets

Liabilities and capital

Cash .................................. $. 95,000.00
Inventory .......................... 200,000.00
Plant.................................. 455,000.00
Treasury stock..................
9,200.00

Accounts payable.............. $300,000.00
Capital stock...................... 250,000.00
Surplus ................................ 210,000.00

$760,000.00

$760,000.00

The face value of the net worth as shown on this balancesheet is the same as the net worth shown on the first balance-sheet,
although a change in assets is apparent.
This last balance-sheet is deceiving. A number of reasons
may be advanced as to why a deceitful condition prevails; but the
important reasons may be stated:
The total assets are inflated by the amount of treasury stock.
The net worth is overstated, because $9,200 thereof does not
exist as an asset of the “A” company.
The item, treasury stock, may represent 92 shares at par
value; 50 shares at book value or 100 shares purchased at $92.
When showing, on the balance-sheet, ownership of a concern’s
own shares, to avoid deceiving unwary creditors it is quite neces
sary to follow the plan of the second balance-sheet shown here
with. It should be understood that it is not necessary to cancel
stock when placed in the treasury, nor is it necessary to deduct the
amount from the capital stock account on the books, unless the
stock has been duly retired as provided by the statutes.
There are many other points which may arise in an argument
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for or against the method of showing treasury stock as a deduc
tion from capital stock, and it may be presumed that there are
those who will consider the stress put upon the trust fund a
somewhat copious display of sophistry. Nevertheless the facts are
before us.
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EDITORIAL
What is a Certified Public Accountant?
One of the most recently enacted state laws providing for the
certification of public accountants contains a clause to the effect
that anyone who has had ten years’ bookkeeping experience may
be eligible to receive a certificate as a certified public accountant.
Such a provision is no novelty. Many state laws have similar
provisions and in other cases the question of who shall be con
sidered to have accounting experience is often left to the board
of examiners or other authority, which may, if it so desires, con
strue bookkeeping as being accounting in the sense intended in the
statute.
When the earlier C. P. A. laws were under discussion there
was, we believe, a suggestion that the word public should be
omitted, and that the recipient of a certificate should be described
as a certified accountant. In opposition to this proposal it was
pointed out that if the word public were omitted the significance
of the degree or title would be lost, as any person skilled in ac
counting might then be certified as proficient in that portion of
accounting which has to do with bookkeeping. It was felt that
any designation which was not clearly indicative would be useless,
and as a consequence the word public was retained, and has al
ways been retained, in the title granted under the laws providing
for the certification of accountants.
It has been estimated that there are as many so-called certified
public accountants in the United States who have never practised
publicly as there are who are really professional practitioners.
In other words, 50 per cent of the certified public accountants of
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the country under this estimate hold titles concerning which there
is grave question as to their justification.
This fact has been brought quite strikingly under notice by the
number of men who apply to state boards of accountancy for ex
amination and present no evidence whatever of having been public
accountants at any time, or even of any attention to become public
accountants. The question then naturally arises: What is a certi
fied public accountant? If the title means simply an accountant
who understands theory of accounting and has passed a technical
examination, it seems that there should be a change in the designa
tion and the word public should be omitted. It is a strange
anomaly if a man who has never been and never intends to be
engaged in public practice can be granted under state authority
the right to describe himself as something which he is not and
will not be.
It has been asked why persons not actually public account
ants should desire the C. P. A. title. To this the answer is
obvious. It may assist the possessor in his private work and
probably lends a kind of halo of expertness to his reputation with
his employer.
In many states where C. P. A. laws have been enacted the
persons responsible for the enactment have been men not en
gaged in accounting, who thought that the opportunity had ar
rived to acquire an official designation without any great trouble
beyond the payment of a fee and the application for certification
under a waiver clause of varying amplitude. In some states there
have been large numbers of waiver certificates issued to book
keepers and others who seized the right to append initials to their
names.
Many of these original waiver certificates have passed out
of existence by death or other change and quite a number of the
recipients of certificates have voluntarily relinquished them or
have allowed the fact that they are certified public accountants to
be forgotten.
Possibly it was inevitable, and even desirable, that in the
beginning of the movement for official recognition of accountants
the lines should not be too strictly drawn. Many men engaged in
corporation work and other private employment were of great
assistance in bringing about recognition of accountancy as a pro
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fession, but it seems to us that the time has passed when there
can be any further purpose in permitting anyone to describe him
self as a public accountant who is not one.
There is only one C. P. A. law in the land which prohibits the
practice of accountancy unless the practitioner be certified. Many
laws specifically state that nothing contained therein shall be con
strued as an inhibition against the practice of accountancy. There
is nothing to prevent anyone skilled or unskilled from holding
himself out to the public as a professional accountant, and, of
course, there is nothing to compel an accountant employed by a
corporation, partnership or individual to be registered as an ac
countant. The whole matter is entirely optional. In other words,
the C. P. A. certificate is supposed to be a kind of imprimatur to
which a man or woman who is really engaged in public work is
permitted to aspire.
Some states have recognized the folly of permitting every one
who so desires to take an examination, and, if successful, to de
scribe himself as a certified public accountant. Such states have
set up a so-called practice requirement under which no applicant
may be favorably considered who has not had two or three years
of public practice.
This is a step in the right direction, but it is not sufficient.
There should be a further requirement that the applicant who is
to describe himself as a certified public accountant shall be actu
ally engaged in public practice either on his own account or in
the employ of another accountant.
To put the matter in another way, we may say that no one but
a public accountant should ever be permitted to describe himself
as one.
How perfectly ridiculous it seems to read the record of John
Doe, bookkeeper for three years in Blank & Co.’s shoe store,
certified public accountant. It makes the designation absolutely
meaningless, for the intent of the word public has no bearing
whatever on the case.
There are at the present time forty-seven states in the union
having C. P. A. laws. New Mexico alone has not enacted legisla
tion of this character. Some states have a fairly rigid practice
requirement; some have a merely nominal practice requirement;
some have none at all. On the time-worn theory that the strength
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of a chain is that of its weakest link, we may consider that the
C. P. A. certificate as a whole has no more value than the value
of a certificate in a state with the most lax statutory provisions.
The average business man does not stop to inquire from what
state a certificate emanates; nor does he greatly care whether that
certificate was received after an examination or by virtue of an
omnibus waiver. The fact that some state in the union has suffi
ciently esteemed the qualifications of John Doe to permit him to
describe himself as a certified public accountant means to the man
of business that John Doe is probably just as good a man as any
other person who is entitled to describe himself as a certified
public accountant.
This comment is not dictated by any desire to criticize in a
destructive way the status of the certified public accountant. If
our readers will stop to think they will remember that the Ameri
can Institute of Accountants through its standard examination
has done more to strengthen the administration of the certified
public accountant laws than has been done by any other agency,
state or national. Many of the so-called weak states and most
of the states generally considered strong have adopted the exam
inations of the institute, and by that means the C. P. A. degree
is approaching a standard, so far as the examinations are con
cerned. The institute, however, does not interfere, and has no
right to interfere, in any question of qualifications of the candi
dates. In consequence, any state is at liberty to examine and if
it so desires to certify any candidate, provided his qualifications
are sufficient to meet the requirements of the law or regulations
of the state concerned.
The purpose of our criticism is constructive. It seems to us
that the time has come when all states in which there is legislation
providing for the certification of accountants should so amend
their laws or regulations as to make public practice a prerequisite
of examination.
If such reform were brought about, the phrase certified public
accountant would then have a meaning and every rightful holder
of a C. P. A. certificate would find himself in a far stronger posi
tion than he can occupy under the present conditions.
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Seymour Walton
The entire accounting profession will learn with profound sor
row of the death of Seymour Walton.
In the course of his long association with the accounting pro
fession, Mr. Walton did more to raise the standards of account
ing education and to stimulate the highest professional ethics than
almost any other man of his time. His efforts were always di
rected to the upbuilding of higher and higher professional stand
ards, and he labored indefatigably even during the last years of
his life when his health was rapidly declining. Even on the day
of his death he was engaged in answering accounting questions
which had been brought to his attention.
The Journal of Accountancy suffers an almost irreparable
loss in Mr. Walton’s death. For six years he had been editor of
The Students' Department, and had made of that department one
of the most valuable portions of the magazine. Many a young
practitioner, and probably many an elder one, has derived help of
an invaluable kind from the clear and correct expositions of ac
counting theories and problems made by Mr. Walton in The
Students’ Department. (The copy for the July, August and Sep
tember issues was prepared by Mr. Walton shortly before his
death and his name will appear at the head of the Students’ De
partment for those months.)
Seymour Walton was born in New Orleans, February 15,
1846, and was the son of John Stevenson Walton. He was edu
cated at Williams College. Upon entering business he became the
first cashier of the Fort Dearborn National bank of Chicago,
which he had helped to organize. After enactment of C. P. A.
legislation in Illinois, he became a certified public accountant, and
was president of the Society of Certified Public Accountants of
Illinois. He was vice-president of the Marquette club, dean of the
Walton school of commerce, professor at Northwestern uni
versity, and later at Marquette university, editor of The Students’
Department of The Journal of Accountancy, member of the
Press club of Chicago, Sons of the American Revolution, Found
ers and Patriots’ society and a member of the Lake View Presby
terian church.
Death occurred June 26th, at his residence, 550 Surf Street,
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Chicago. Mr. Walton is survived by a widow and four children.
In recording the passing of this great friend of accountancy,
The Journal of Accountancy takes the liberty of expressing
for the entire profession the deepest sympathy with those who have
been bereaved.
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Treasury decision 3017 apparently is intended to make the language more
specific, in the application of the 1917 excess-profits-tax law, in the classi
fication of the income of taxpayers as to whether or not the income was
derived from the employment of capital in the business.
Under the revenue law of 1918 individuals and partnerships are not sub
ject to excess-profits tax, and, therefore, this decision is not of the general
interest it would be were the former law still in effect.
This decision, of course, will not be found to throw any additional light
on the many moot questions of whether the capital employed in a trade or
business is simply nominal or is essential to the functioning of the trade or
business.
As the 1917 law was the first within recent years wherein the federal
government laid a tax upon so-called excess profits, and as the law was
complex in its structure, there was almost endless misapprehension as to
the application of its various provisions; and perhaps none caused greater
confusion than those provisions which sought to classify the income as
between that derived from a trade or business having no invested capital,
or not more than a nominal capital, and those in which invested capital was
necessary.
It is a safe guess that a considerable proportion of the returns under
the 1917 law were incorrectly made; and so any new light that is thrown on
the provisions of that law should be of interest to accountants and their
clients.
(T. D. 3017, May 3, 1920)

War-excess-profits tax
Amendment of articles 14, 15 and 16, regulations 41, relating to classification
of rates according to trades or businesses

In order to remove misapprehensions which have arisen as to the mean
ing of articles 14, 15 and 16, regulations No. 41, these articles are hereby
amended, in conformity with the construction uniformly placed thereon by
the commissioner of internal revenue, to read as follows:

Art. 14. Classification of trades or businesses.—For the purposes of the
excess profits tax trades or businesses which are subject to the tax shall be
divided into two classes, as follows:
A. Trades or businesses having no invested capital or not more than a
nominal capital, including, in the case of individuals, occupations in which
they receive salaries, wages, fees, or other compensations; and
B. Trades or businesses having more than a nominal capital.
In the case of a corporation or partnership, all the trades and businesses
in which it is engaged shall be treated as a single trade or business (as
provided in sec. 201), and all its income from whatever source derived shall
be deemed to be received from such trade or business, and if in such trade
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or business, considered as a unit, such corporation or partnership employs
more than a nominal capital (whether invested, borrowed, or of any other
character) it will not be entitled to be assessed under the provisions of
section 209.
Inasmuch as all the trades or businesses in which a corporation or part
nership is engaged are treated as one, a corporation or a partnership shall
be allowed either the deduction provided for in section 203 or the deduction
provided for in section 209 (depending on the character of its trade or
business), but not both.
In the case of an individual each trade or business in which he is engaged,
the net income from which is subject to the excess profits tax, shall be classi
fied as provided in this article. Each trade or business in class A shall be
taxed as provided in article 15, and each trade or business in class B shall be
taxed as provided in article 16. If an individual is engaged in two or more
trades or businesses, in one of which he employs more than a nominal capital
(whether invested, borrowed, or of any other character), he will be assessed
under the provisions of section 209 only as to those trades or businesses in
which he employs no invested capital or not more than a nominal capital;
and as to all others he will be assessed under section 201.
If an individual has more than one business with invested capital, they
will all be regarded as one, and (under the provisions of sec. 203) only one
deduction will be allowed; if he has more than one business with not more
than a nominal capital, they will be regarded as one, and (under the pro
visions of sec. 209) only one deduction will be allowed. If he has both
kinds of businesses he will be regarded as having two businesses and there
will be two deductions, but not more than two. (See arts. 35 and 36, regula
tions No. 41.)
Art. 15. Rate of tax on trades or businesses in class A.—The tax upon
trades or businesses in class A, as defined in article 14, shall be computed at
the rate of 8 per cent upon the net income thereof in excess of $3,000 in the
case of a domestic corporation; upon the net income thereof in excess of
$6,000 in the case of a domestic partnership or of a citizen or resident of
the United States; and upon the net income thereof without deduction in
the case of a foreign corporation or partnership or of a non-resident alien
individual.
Art. 16. Rate of tax on trades or businesses in class B.—The tax upon
trades or businesses in class B, as defined in article 14, shall, except as other
wise provided in article 17, be computed at the following rates:

20 per cent of the amount of the net income in excess of the deduction
(determined as provided in arts. 21, 23 and 24), and not in excess of 15 per
cent of the invested capital for the taxable year;
25 per cent of the amount of the net income in excess of 15 per cent and
not in excess of 20 per cent of such capital;
35 per cent of the amount of the net income in excess of 20 per cent and
not in excess of 25 per cent of such capital;
45 per cent of the amount of the net income in excess of 25 per cent and
not in excess of 33 per cent of such capital;
60 per cent of the amount of the net income in excess of 33 per cent of
such capital.
(The illustrations given in par. 28 of regulations No. 41 remain without
change.)
Treasury decision 3018, “concerning interest coupons presented without
ownership certificates,” is self-explanatory and is interesting to those having
to do with withholding taxes at the source.
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(T. D. 3018, May 18, 1920)

Income tax

Amending article 368, final edition of regulations 45, concerning interest
coupons presented without ownership certificates
The final edition of regulations 45 is amended by changing article 368 to
read as follows:

Art. 368. Interest coupons without ownership certificates.—When in
terest coupons are received unaccompanied by certificates of ownership, the
first bank shall require of the payee an affidavit showing the name and address
of the payee, the name and address of the debtor corporation, the date of
the maturity of the interest, the name and address of the person from whom
the coupons were received, the amount of the interest, and a statement that
the owner of the bonds is unknown to the payee. Such affidavit shall be for
warded to the collector with the monthly return on form 1012 (revised).
The first bank receiving such coupons shall also prepare a certificate on form
1000 (revised), crossing out “owner” and inserting “payee,” and entering the
amount of interest on line 6, and shall stamp or write across the face of the
certificate “affidavit furnished,” adding the name of the bank.

The following treasury decision with respect to premiums on business
insurance throws some additional light on the question as to when the
proceeds of such insurance policies become taxable income.
(T. D. 3019, May 18, 1920)

Income tax

Items not deductible; article 294, regulations 45, amended
Article 294 of regulations No. 45 is hereby amended to read as follows:
Art. 294. Premiums on business insurance.—Premiums paid by a tax
payer on an insurance policy on the life of an officer, employee, or other
individual financially interested in the taxpayer’s business, for the purpose of
protecting the taxpayer from loss in the event of the death of the officer or
employee insured, are not deductible from the taxpayer’s gross income. If,
however, the taxpayer is in no sense a beneficiary under such a policy, except
as he may derive benefit from the increased efficiency of the officer or em
ployee, premiums so paid are allowable deductions. (See arts. 33 and 105
to 108.) In either case the proceeds of such policies paid upon the death of
the insured may be excluded from gross income if the beneficiary is an
individual, but must be included in gross income if the beneficiary is a cor
poration. (See sec. 213 (b) (1) and arts. 72 and 541.

The matter contained in treasury decision 3024 is new. The rules laid
down in article 1585 of regulations 45 prescribed the accepted manner in
which dealers in securities should inventory their stock in trade, but were
silent on the subject of lumber or other commodity inventories.
This treasury decision is of interest as a method of inventorying, not only
lumber, in its initial transformation from the logs, but also other natural
resources. It would seem that the same rule would apply satisfactorily to
the inventorying of coal and ore of various kinds.
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(T. D. 3024, June 2, 1920)
Income tax

Inventories of lumber manufacturers
Regulations No. 45 are hereby amended by inserting after article 1585
(a) a paragraph to be known as article 1585 (b), reading as follows:

Art. 1585 (b). Inventories of lumber manufacturers.—1. Because of
the impracticability of determining accurately the costs properly assignable
to each species, grade and dimension of lumber making up the product of
the mill, lumber manufacturers may use as a basis for pricing inventories
the average cost to the manufacturer of producing the inventoried products
during the taxable year for which the return of net income is made.
2. If the quantity of lumber on hand at the time of inventory is greater
than the total quantity of lumber produced during the current taxable year,
it is evident that the excess stock has been carried over from the previous
year’s production, and such excess shall be valued at the average cost of
production for the preceding taxable year.
3. A taxpayer who regularly allocates in his books of account such
average cost to the different kinds and grades of lumber in proportion to
the selling value of such kinds and grades may, subject in each case to the
approval of the commissioner upon the audit of the return, make his returns
of net income on that basis.
4. The term lumber manufacturer, as used in this article, means a
person who manufactures lumber from logs, as distinguished from a re
manufacturer of lumber.
The following recommendations and office decisions cover a varied field
of interest to those of the accountancy profession who give their attention
to income and profits tax matters.
Those rulings which are indicated by the letters “A. R. R.” represent
recommendations by the board of appeals and review of the treasury de
partment.
Those indicated by the letters “O. D.” represent offices decisions made by
the department of internal revenue. These recommendations and decisions
cover a number of subjects, among which are consolidated returns and the
basis for determining the gain or loss upon the sale of certain railway stock.

SECTION 202—BASIS FOR DETERMINING GAIN OR LOSS
Section 202, Article 1568: Determination of gain or
loss from subsequent sale.

22-20-967
A. R. R. 126

Revenue act of 1917

In re the appeal of A from the action of the unit in holding that profit
was realized by him upon the sale of certain railroad stock which he owned.
The committee has had under consideration the appeal of A from a ruling
of the income-tax unit holding that profit was realized by the taxpayer upon
the sale of certain railroad stock owned by him.
The facts appear to be that the taxpayer individually built and owned a
railroad which was constructed for the sole purpose of carrying the product
of the taxpayer’s mills to stations on other roads for distribution. The state
railroad commission required the incorporation of this road, which was done
in 1914. The appraised value of the property as of March I, 1913, was
30x dollars, the cost of additions between that date and the date of incor
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poration being 12x dollars, making a total of 42x dollars. Against this
amount bonds were issued to the amount of 20x dollars, the total proceeds
being received by A, reducing his investment on the above basis to 22x
dollars. Against this the commission permitted the issuance of stock in the
amount of 30x dollars. The taxpayer now contends that at the time of
incorporation the property was worth the 30x dollars for which it was in
corporated, and that profit, if any, was made in 1914 at the time of incor
poration, and a loss suffered when the stock of the railroad was sold in 1917
for 27x dollars.
The unit has ignored the possibility of accretion in value of these assets
between March 1, 1913, and the date of incorporation. Whatever accretion
there may have been in these values would clearly, under the rulings of the
office, be taxable profit when converted into stock of the corporation, since the
stock would be deemed to be at least equal in value to the assets behind it.
It is further contended by the taxpayer that under numerous decisions of
the office where property is exchanged for stock the stock will be deemed to
be worth its par value in the absence of evidence to the contrary. Had there
been no appraisal of the property, the committee is of the opinion that this
position would have been well taken, and that the burden of proof would have
been on the government to show that the stock was worth less than its par
value had the taxpayer claimed it to be of value equal to or greater than par.
However, the appraisal about that time appears to establish that the property
turned over to the corporation was worth less than the par value of the stock
received. Undoubtedly that appraisal would have been recognized by the
unit in 1914 as establishing the fact that no profit was then realized by the
taxpayer had he presented such claim during that year.
The committee is therefore of the opinion that in the absence of evidence
conclusively proving that at the time the property was turned over to the
corporation in 1914 it was of greater value than indicated by the appraisal
as of March 1, 1913, no profit can be deemed to have been made in 1914, and
consequently that the difference between the value of the stock at that time
so determined and the sale price of 1917 is taxable profit in the latter year.
SECTION

213(b)—GROSS

Section 213(b), Article 85:
officers.

INCOME

DEFINED:

EXCLUSIONS

Compensation of state

20-20-968
O. D. 525

A referee in drainage is appointed by the district judge of the state
judicial district in which the drainage project is located. The judge is vested
with authority to provide for the payment of the referee’s salary, to regulate
his duties, and to discharge him at pleasure.
Held that the referee is an employee of a political subdivision of the state,
and that his salary as such is not subject to tax under the revenue act of 1918.
SECTION 214(a), 4, 5, 6.—DEDUCTIONS ALLOWED:

LOSSES
22-20-968
O. D. 526

A ring was lost by its owner, and owing to the circumstances attending
the loss he is in doubt as to whether it was stolen or merely misplaced or lost
from his finger.
Unless he can establish the fact that the ring was stolen no deduction can
be allowed on account of the loss.
Such a loss does not come within the meaning of the term “other casualty”
as used in section 214(a) 6 of the revenue act of 1918. This term embraces
losses arising through the action of natural physical forces and which occur
suddenly, unexpectedly, and without design of the one suffering the loss.
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SECTION 214 (a) 10—DEDUCTIONS ALLOWED: DEPLETION
Section 214(a), 10, Article 220(a) : Discovery—
22-20-970
Proven tract or lease—Property disproportionate
O. D. 527
value. (Also article 220.)
1. In determining the market value, for depletion purposes, of “property”
upon which oil or gas wells have been discovered since March 1, 1913, the
“private bounding lines,” mentioned in article 220(a) 3, refer to the exterior
limit of a continuous tract held under lease or leases or in fee by the tax
payer. To illustrate :
The X company has leases upon the S. E. quarter of the N. W. quarter
of section 10. The X company holds this land under five separate leases
from different fee owners. A well is brought in upon the land, conceded to
be a discovery well, subsequent to the acquiring of the leases by the company,
and so located as to include the entire 40 acres of X company in the proven
area. The property to be valued is the drill hole, the surface necessary for
the drilling and operation of the well, the oil or gas content of this particular
sand, zone, or reservoir, in which the discovery was made, to the limits of
the entire 40 acres held by X company. If the “private bounding lines” in
article 220(a) 3 were interpreted to mean the boundaries of each lease, it
would enable the X company to value one well subsequently brought in upon
each of the five leases, and such a result would be contrary to the purpose
of article 220.
2. Wells drilled upon a proven tract which has already been valued
under the provisions of section 214(a) 10 of the act, have no significance
upon the value previously given the “property.” But wells brought in upon
a proven area still further extend the proven area. To illustrate:
The A company owns an acreage of land upon which a discovery well is
brought in, all of the proven area being included in the acreage. The A
company, for the purpose of ascertaining allowable deductions for depletion,
determines the fair market value of the “well,” i. e. (1) the drill hole, (2)
the surface necessary for the drilling and operation of the well, and (3) the
oil or gas content of the particular sand, zone or reservoir, in which the dis
covery was made by the drilling, and from which the production is drawn.
The great increase in value, of course, is from item (3), the oil or gas con
tent of the sand, zone or reservoir. If the A company were allowed to value
other wells brought in upon this proven area, it would in fact be valuing the
same oil and gas content of the sand, zone or reservoir, which had previously
been valued and upon which depletion was being taken. Such a result would
be distinctly contrary to the theory of income taxation and the purpose of
article 220. However, the bringing in of other wells upon this proven area
still further extends the proven area to the extent provided in article 220, and
wells brought in upon an area so proven cannot be revalued unless the land
was acquired before proven.
3. If a well should be drilled in the corner of a quarter section of land
owned by the taxpayer, to be able to value the portion of the quarter section
not proven by the well, it would be necessary for other wells to be brought
in upon the area not proven by the first well.
SECTION 231.—CONDITIONAL AND OTHER EXEMPTIONS
Section 231, Article 513 : Mutual savings banks.
22-20-974
O. D.528
A savings fund association has no capital stock represented by shares and
derives its entire income from investments of deposits, the income being
divided pro rata among all the members after deducting operating expenses.
The members who are required to be depositors elect the board of trustees
from their number and these trustees in turn elect officers.
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Held, that this association is exempt from taxation as a mutual savings
bank not having capital stock represented by shares as provided by section
231(2) of the revenue act of 1918.
Section 231, Article 517: Religious, charitable, scien
tific and educational corporations.

(See 22-20-971; sec. 214(a) 11, art. 251.) Corporation engaged in dis
seminating propaganda to encourage labor legislation.
SECTION 234—DEDUCTIONS ALLOWED:
Section 234, Article 561: Allowable deductions.

CORPORATIONS
22-20-975
O. D. 529

Payments to trustees by a cemetery corporation during the taxable year
of a certain percentage of the proceeds of sales of cemetery lots set aside
for a maintenance fund to be controlled solely by the trustees thereof are not
deductible from the gross income of the corporation even though such pay
ments are required by state law.
SECTION 240—CONSOLIDATED RETURNS
Section 240, Article 633: When corporations are
22-20-976
affiliated.
A. R. R. 123
Recommended that the decision of the income-tax unit, holding that the
M company and the N company are not to be deemed affiliated with the
O company within the meaning of the law, be sustained.
The committee has had under consideration the appeal of the O company
from a ruling of the income-tax unit to the effect that the consolidated return
of said company may not include invested capital nor income of the M
company and the N company.
The facts relating to the connection of these two companies with the
O company appear to be that the stock of the N company is wholly owned
by persons not related to the O company, and that the stock of the M. com
pany was similarly owned by outsiders until the date upon which it became
affiliated with the O company, from which time the unit concedes that the
income and invested capital should be included in the consolidated return.
The grounds on which the O company urges the inclusion of these two
companies in its consolidated return are based upon contracts made with the
several companies under which the M and N companies assemble or manu
facture machines from parts furnished by the O company at cost to it, or
through it with the various subsidiaries and others with which it has con
tracts. Under the terms of the contract in the case of the M company the
O company is to be entitled to 60 per cent of the net profits, and in the case
of the N company 50 per cent of the net profits of the respective corpora
tions. The returns of these two companies were included in the consolidated
return of the O company for 1917.
In regulations 41, covering 1917, it was held that—
For the purpose of this regulation two or more corporations will be
deemed to be affiliated (1) when one such corporation owns directly or
controls through closely affiliated interests or by a nominee or nominees, all
or substantially all of the stock of the other or others, or when substantially
all of the stock of two or more corporations is owned by the same indi
vidual or partnership, and both or all of such corporations are engaged in
the same or a closely related business; or (2) when one such corporation
(a) buys from or sells to another products or services at prices above or
below the current market, thus effecting an artificial distribution of profits,
or (b) in any way so arranges its financial relationship with another cor
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poration as to assign to it a disproportionate share of net income or invested
capital.
The permission to consolidate in 1917 appears to have been based on
the provisions of paragraph (2) above. It will be noted that this paragraph
is not carried into section 240 of the 1918 law, which holds, in paragraph
(b),that—
For the purpose of this section two or more domestic corporations shall
be deemed to be affiliated (1) if one corporation owns directly or controls
through closely affiliated interests or by a nominee or nominees substan
tially all the stock of the other or others, or (2) if substantially all the
stock of two or more corporations is owned or controlled by the same
interests.
Thus it will be seen that under the 1918 law, in order that corporations
may be deemed to be affiliated there must be an ownership or control by one
corporation, such as contemplated by the statute, of substantially all of the
stock of one or more other corporations, or substantially all of the stock of
two or more corporations must be owned or controlled by the same interests.
It is believed that it was not the purpose of the 1918 act to class corpora
tions as affiliated merely because of the commercial or financial relations
existing between them when there was no stock ownership or stock control
of the character and extent prescribed by the statute.
Since the element of stock ownership or stock control is not sufficiently
established by the facts presented in this case the committee reaches the
conclusion that the decision of the unit that the M company and the N
company are not to be deemed affiliated with the O company within the
meaning of the law is correct, and recommends that its action be sustained.

SECTION 250—PAYMENT OF TAXES
Section 250, Article 1004:
file return.

Penalty for failure to

(See 22-20-977; sec. 253, art. 1041.) Penalties not asserted in case of
delinquent returns for 1914 filed after expiration of three-year period of
limitation.
SECTION 253—PENALTIES

Section 253, Article 1041: Specific penalties.
section 250, article 1004.)
act of 1913

(Also

22-20-977
O. D. 530

Where delinquent individual returns for the taxable year 1914 have been
filed after the expiration of the three-year period of limitation, specific and
ad valorem penalties will not be asserted. If the taxpayers signed the
delinquent returns it will not be necessary to secure waivers for the purpose
of assessing the taxes.
SECTION 257—RETURNS TO BE PUBLIC RECORDS
Section 257, Article 1091:

Inspection of returns.

22-20 978
O. D. 531

In accordance with section 257 of the revenue act of 1918 lists containing
the names and postoffice addresses of individuals making income-tax returns
to collectors are posted for public inspection in the public corridors of col
lectors’ offices and postoffices. Persons will not be allowed to enter the
workrooms of collectors’ offices either outside or during office hours for
the purpose of making copies of such lists.
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SECTION 301—IMPOSITION OF TAX
Section 301, Article 714: Computation of tax on
income from government contracts.

22-20-979
O. D. 532

In 1919 a corporation derived a profit in excess of $10,000 from govern
ment contracts, but sustained a net loss on other operations. Held that it
may deduct the amount of such loss in ascertaining its net income subject
to tax. If the amount of the excess-profits credits exceeds the company’s
total net income from all sources for 1919 no tax will be imposed upon the
portion of its net income for that year which was derived from government
contracts.
Since the company’s net income included an item of net profit from gov
ernment contracts in excess of $10,000, it will be required to supply fully all
of the data called for by the supporting schedules of form 1128-S.

Missouri Society of Certified Public Accountants
The annual meeting of the Missouri Society of Certified Public Ac
countants was held in St. Louis, June 11, 1920. The following officers were
elected for the ensuing year: President, Edward Fraser, Kansas City;
first vice-president, Victor Stempf, St. Louis; second vice-president, A. G.
Saxer, St. Louis; secretary, F. A. Wright, Kansas City; treasurer, E. H.
Wagner, St. Louis; directors, F. A. Smith, Kansas City; F. C. Belser,
St. Louis; F. H. O’Connell, St. Louis.
There were thirty members of the society in attendance at the business
meeting and about forty present at the banquet held in the evening at the
Glen Echo country club. At the morning meeting F. A. Thornton, of St.
Louis university, spoke on the “Economic Trend of the Day.”

Delaware Society of Certified Public Accountants
At the annual meeting of the Delaware Society of Certified Public Ac
countants, June 8, 1920, the following officers were elected: President,
Will-A. Clader; vice-president, William H. Van Hekle; secretary, Clifford
E. Iszard; treasurer, Peter T. Wright. All the officers and T. Whitney
Iszard were elected members of the executive committee.

Society of Incorporated Accountants and Auditors
The council of the British Society of Incorporated Accountants and
Auditors has unanimously elected William Claridge president and George
Stanhope Pitt vice-president of the society for the ensuing year.
Marwick, Mitchell & Co. announce the opening of offices in the Kenyon
building, Louisville, Kentucky, under the management of R. W. Barton,
and in the Kennedy building, Tulsa, Oklahoma, under the management of
W. G. Haitch.

Richter & Co. announce the opening of offices in Farmers Bank building,
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.
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(Assisted by H. A. Finney)
AMERICAN INSTITUTE EXAMINATION, MAY, 1920
In regard to the following attempt to present the correct answers to the
questions asked in the examination held by the American Institute of Ac
countants in May, 1920, the reader is cautioned against accepting the answers
as official. They have not been seen by the examiners—still less endorsed
by them.
Auditing
Answer any ten of the following questions :

Question No. 1:

In auditing the accounts of a co-partnership you find that the real estate
account includes two pieces of property, the titles to which stand in the names
of individual partners. What position would you take in regard to such
items ?

Answer to Question No. 1:
I would not certify any balance-sheet unless all the assets were under
the full control of the firm and not subject to the will of any indi
vidual partner, as is the case here. I would require that the condition be
corrected.
A partnership is not a legal entity and cannot hold legal title to real
estate; it can have equitable title, the legal title usually being held by one
or more partners in trust for the partnership.
This equitable title may be shown by the articles of partnership if they
recite the fact that the individuals hold title in trust for the firm, but the
rights of the partnership should be safeguarded against a purchaser to whom
the individual legal owner may attempt to give title. If the partnership
were occupying the property or exercising ownership over it, a prospective
purchaser would be charged with notice of this fact, and he would take title
subject to the rights of the partnership.
A sale in such circumstances by the individual holding title would in
volve the partnership in a legal controversy, and it would be advisable for
the partnership to obtain from the individual a statement that he is holding
the property in trust, and have this statement recorded.
The highest form of protection would be obtained by having the indi
vidual owner quit-claim the undivided interests to the other partners.

Question No. 2:

You have been retained by a manufacturing company as a consulting
accountant, and are requested to advise the officers what steps to take in
order to determine the cause of an apparent deficiency in the inventory of
factory material and work in process. How would you proceed to inform
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yourself of the circumstances and what would you suggest as a possible
remedy ?
Answer to Question No. 2:
If only a physical inventory is taken it is difficult to see how a deficiency
would become apparent, and it is therefore assumed that the question means
that a perpetual inventory is maintained, and that the physical inventory
shows less material and goods in process than the running inventory. The
possible causes and sources of information are:
1. Over-issues. More goods may have been issued than were required
for the factory orders. A number of filled requisitions should be examined
and checked back to the factory orders to see if the amount of goods called
for on the requisitions is greater than that which would actually be required
on the factory orders. It might be possible that the storekeeper had issued
more goods than the requisitions required—this would be very difficult to
ascertain, but it might be worth while to make inquiry of the foremen and
superintendent.
2. Short receipts. It would be desirable to check back some invoices
to the stores ledger to see whether more goods were charged into the stock
records than were actually received. It is possible that some information
might be obtained by questioning the receiving clerk and the stores clerk.
3. Clerical errors. A comprehensive check of receiving reports and
requisitions against the stores ledger should be made, as well as checking
the computation of the balances.
4. Thievery. The system of stores controls should be investigated to
see whether anyone besides the storekeeper has access to the stock. There
should be no laxness in giving out extra material on the claim that the
original issued was spoiled, unless the request for additional material is
supported by a requisition.
By way of remedy, an adequate system safeguarding issues and receipts
should be inaugurated. When goods are received, the receiving clerk should
be provided with a receiving report which does not show the quantities
ordered; on this report he should enter the quantities which he actually
receives, and this report, after having been compared with the invoice and
purchase orders, should be made the basis of the charge in the stores ledger.
No stores should be issued except upon written requisition signed by some
responsible officer in the factory. To detect clerical errors a controlling
account should be kept on the general ledger, charged with all receipts and
credited with all issues, so that the balance would represent the sum of the
balances of the stores ledger. The work of the stores ledger keeper and the
general ledger keeper would thus serve as a check against each other.
Thievery would become difficult if no one except the storekeeper had access
to the stores and if requisitions for material were not valid unless signed
by a responsible officer. Test inventories of various portions of the stock
should be made frequently throughout the year, so that any 'discrepancies
will be found at once. These test inventories should be arranged so that
the entire stock will be covered at least twice a year.
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Of course there is a possibility that the physical inventory itself may be
wrong, but the periodical part inventories taken throughout the year should
be re-checked if discrepancies appear.
As to work in process a physical inventory would be difficult to value,
and the only accurate basis for the inventory lies in the production orders
of unfinished goods. Tests should be made to see that they are supported by
material requisitions and labor reports and that the rate of overhead is
correct. An inspection of the factory should be made to see that there
actually are jobs in process corresponding to the production orders. It is
possible that a workman may spoil material and throw it away without
reporting it. If new material is requisitioned and charged to work in
process the inventory will be inflated. But with a proper system of requisi
tions, a reason for issuing new material would be shown and the cost of
the spoiled work would be credited to the goods in process.

Question No. 3:
Give some reasons why the professional auditor should, under present
day conditions, give even more attention than in the past to (a) inventories,
(b) insurance carried, (c) bank balances in foreign countries.
Answer to Question No. 3:
(a ) Inventories should be scrutinized with especial care because of the
phenomenal conditions in regard to prices. Many things have risen so
much in market value that the temptation is strong to inventory at much
more than cost things which were bought some time ago at what now seem
very low prices. There is no certainty that the present high prices will
continue; on the contrary the indications in many lines are that a decided
drop in prices may soon take place.

(b ) Although the increase in market prices over cost must not be re
flected in the inventory valuations, it must be considered in the insurance
carried. Insurance is based on replacement value, regardless of cost, so
that goods may be insured for much more than the value placed on them in
the inventory.

(c ) Rates of exchange on foreign countries are now so abnormal that
no dependence can be placed on them. Large balances might almost be
looked upon with suspicion, and perhaps a reserve might be set up against
them, although at present it looks as if foreign balances would increase
rather than decrease in value.
Question No. 4:
The machinery used by a firm has been purchased on the instalment plan,
with monthly payments, and under the stipulation that title shall not pass
until the last payment has been made. At the close of the year there are
several payments yet to be made. The firm also pays a royalty on the out
put of some of the machines secured on this plan. How should the ac
countant in the annual statement deal with (a) the machinery, (b) the in
stalments paid, (c) the royalties?
Answer to Question No. 4:
The balance-sheet should show the contract cost of the machinery, the
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unpaid instalments, the depreciation reserve and any accrued or deferred
interest.
If the contract called for the payment of periodical instalments and
also for interest on the unpaid balance of the contract, there might be
accrued interest to be shown as a liability. In this case the condition would
be shown thus :

Fixed assets:
Machinery under purchase contract....
Less depreciation..................................
Carrying value..........................................
Less liability under contract:
Vendor—machinery purchase contr’t.
Accrued interest ..................................

$ Contract price
$
$
$ Unpaid instalments
$
$

Carrying value of equity........................

$

The unpaid instalments and the accrued interest are both deducted from
the carrying value of the asset, because they are both secured by the
property.
When the machinery is quoted at a cash price and also at a larger in
stalment price, the difference between the prices is, so far as the vendee
is concerned, interest paid for the instalment privilege. The entry, when
making the contract, should be:

Machinery under purchase contract..........
Deferred interest—machinery contract...
Vendor—machinery purchase contract..

Cash price
Difference

Instalment price

Each month, when a payment is made, the vendor account would be
charged with the total payment, and a portion of the interest, computed by
the bonds-outstanding method, would be charged to interest and credited to
deferred interest—machinery contract. Under such conditions the balancesheet would show:

Fixed assets:

Machinery under purchase contract....
Less depreciation..................................

$ Cash price
$

$

Carrying value...........................................
Less liability under contract:
Vendor—machinery purchase contr’t.
Less liability for deferred interest........

$ Unpaid instalments
$
$

Carrying value of equity..........................

$

There might also be accrued royalties, in which case they should be
shown as an accrued current item on the liability side of the balance-sheet.
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The cost of the asset is shown as machinery under purchase contract, be
cause this property should not be charged to the regular machinery account
until title is acquired. The special terminology, vendor—machinery purchase
contract, is used to distinguish this liability from those due to trade creditors.

The profit and loss statement should show the depreciation on the
machinery, the interest on the deferred instalments and the royalty. The
depreciation should be based on the total cost of the machinery and not on
the equity, and it should be shown as a manufacturing expense. The interest
should be shown as a financial expense. If output, as used in the question,
means quantity manufactured, the royalty is paid for the right to use the
machinery in manufacturing, and it should be shown as a manufacturing
expense. If output means quantity sold, the royalty is not incurred by manu
facture but by sale, and it should be shown as a selling expense.
Question No. 5:
Discuss the principles under which the calculation of charges in a mining
company should be made, covering (a) depreciation of plant and equipment,
(b) amortization of development expenses.
Answer to Question No. 5:
Theoretically the depreciation of mine plant and equipment and the
amortization of development expense should be based on the total cost less
the estimated salvage. For income-tax purposes this is subject to the modi
fication that the total charge may be “based (a) upon cost, if acquired after
February 28, 1913, or (b) upon the fair market value as of March 1, 1913,
if acquired prior thereto, or (c) upon the fair market value within thirty
days after the date of discovery in the case of mines * * * * discovered
by the taxpayer after February 28, 1913, where the fair market value is
materially disproportionate to the cost.”

The annual charges for depreciation may be based on depletion of the
ore body or on the estimated life of the plant and equipment, regardless of
the depletion of the ore body. The development expenses should be
amortized on the basis of depletion.

Question No. 6:
You have been called to audit the books of a furniture company which
sells on the instalment plan. The books have been closed when you reach
the office, and you are handed a completed profit and loss account and
balance-sheet. The company has been in business one year only.
On investigation you find that all instalment sales are credited to an
account designated “instalment sales.” A controlling account and subledger
are kept for the instalment customers.
You find that the total of the instalment sales has been credited to in
stalment sales account, which has been closed into profit and loss.
All accounts, instalment and otherwise, that were known to be uncol
lectible have been charged off. There are no reserves against balances due
from customers on the books.
What criticisms or corrections have you to suggest as to the correctness
or otherwise of the balance-sheet and profit and loss statement handed to
you?
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Answer to Question No. 6:
Theoretically the year just closed should receive credit for the profit on
all of its instalment sales, with deductions for ascertained bad debts written
off, for estimated future loss on accounts receivable, and for collection
expense to be incurred in future years in collecting accounts put on the books
during the past year. This would necessitate setting up two reserves: one
for bad debts and another for collection expense.
From a practical standpoint the setting up of proper reserves would be
very difficult, particularly in the case of a business which had been in
operation only one year, as there are no experience figures on which to base
the estimates. Therefore, it would probably be desirable to take up the
profits in accordance with the method sanctioned by the income-tax regula
tions, by taking “that proportion of the total payments received in the tax
able year from instalment sales which the gross profit to be realized on the
instalment sales made during the taxable year bears to the gross contract
price of all such sales.” In addition, the profits should include the collec
tions made on accounts which proved worthless and were written off, with
a deduction of the loss on or damage to recovered property.
If this plan is adopted a credit balance will be carried forward from the
sales account, serving as a reserve against the accounts receivable, and the
profit and loss statement will show profits reduced by the proportion of the
gross profit applicable to uncollected instalment accounts receivable.

Question No. 7:
You find the following certificate appended to a balance-sheet:
“May 15, 1920. The foregoing balance-sheet is in accordance with the
books of the A. B. C. Co.
“(Signed) John Smith, auditor.”
State what, in your opinion, are the limitations, if any, of such a certifica
tion. Assuming you were afforded all reasonable facilities for the conduct
of an audit of the company, is it such a certificate as you would use ? State
definitely how you would amplify it.
Answer to Question No. 7:
This is not at all satisfactory, as the books, while mechanically correct,
may not contain all the information that is obtainable, or may contain that
information in a shape that is misleading. It is the duty of the auditor to
obtain all the information that is possible in regard to the course and the
condition of the business, and to make up his own exhibits, embodying that
information. In his report he may show the profit and loss and the balancesheet, as shown by the books, and follow them with similar tables, “as
prepared by the accountant.” He should add tables explaining the dis
crepancies between the exhibits he has prepared and those taken from the
books, so as to justify his own figures, and also to serve as guides for
those who may come after him. The most prolific source of difference will
usually be the inclusion of items in the current year’s operations that really
belong to the previous or the subsequent year, or the omission of items that
belong in the current year, although they may have appeared on the books
before or after it.
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I would not amplify it at all, unless the books themselves were abso
lutely correct, both as to contents and methods, in which case I would add
“which have been thoroughly audited by me and found to be correct in every
particular.” Otherwise I would prepare my own statements and make my
certificate with the facts as I found them.

Question No. 8:
The charter of a corporation which you are auditing contains a pro
vision for the payment of an amount equal to 3 per cent of the preferred
capital stock, originally issued, into a sinking fund. This fund, it is directed,
is to be utilized in purchase of stock, at not exceeding 10 per cent premium,
and its cancellation and retiral. State in full detail how you would reflect
transactions under this provision in your balance-sheet. Give illustrations
(a) assuming stock acquired at a discount of 10 per cent and (b) assuming
stock acquired at a premium of 10 per cent.

Answer to Question No. 8:
When the contributions are made to the fund, a debit should be made to
sinking fund for preferred stock retiral and a credit to cash. A true sinking
fund should accumulate at compound interest for the purpose of paying
off a positive liability at its maturity. As preferred stock has no maturity,
it might be better to call the fund a preferred stock redemption fund; how
ever, as the meaning is clear, the terminology of the charter is used.
If stock is acquired at a discount of 10 per cent the entry would be:

Capital stock preferred.....................................
Surplus ............................................................................
Sinking fund for preferred stock retiral..............

Par
10% of par
90% “

The charge is made to the capital stock account instead of to treasury
stock, because the stock is to be cancelled and retired. It might be neces
sary to carry it as treasury stock until permission was received from the
state to reduce the authorized issue; but if the charter calls for the retiral
of the stock it would seem to imply the sanctioning of its retirement.
If the stock were to be held in the treasury instead of cancelled, the
credit of 10 per cent would be made to contingent profit on stock instead of
to surplus, pending the realization of the profit by resale. But when the
stock is to be cancelled there is no contingency: the transaction results in
an immediate increase in the capital interest of the other stockholders.
If stock is acquired at 10 per cent premium, the entry would be:
Capital stock preferred............................................
Surplus ......................................................................
Sinking fund for preferred stock retiral..

Par
10% of par
110% of par

The fund would be shown on the asset side under the heading of invest
ments. The preferred stock would be shown at the net amount outstanding.
There would be no necessity for a reserve.
Question No. 9:
In auditing department store A, you find that cash discounts on pur
chases are regularly deducted from invoices when they are entered in the
books, while in store B the invoices are entered in full and the discounts are
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credited to a discount account as and when received. Discuss the relative
advantages and disadvantages of the two methods, and state what variations,
if any, would occur in the valuing of inventories under the two methods.
Answer to Question No. 9:
The question says that the cash discounts are deducted from the invoices
when they are entered in the books. This may mean that
(A) They are deducted from the invoice and that purchases will be
charged and accounts payable credited net. If this is the case, there is no
record of the amount of discounts earned. Therefore the concern cannot
choose to treat the discounts as a financial earning, but is compelled to treat
them as a deduction from the cost of purchases.
(B) They are deducted only from the credit to accounts payable, pur
chases being charged gross, the offsetting credits being made to accounts pay
able and purchase discount. This gives a record of the total discounts
available, and the concern still has a choice of treating the discount as a
financial earning or a deduction from cost. When a bill is paid too late to
get the discount, discounts lost should be charged. A decided advantage is
thus gained, as the purchase discount account shows the possible saving, the
discounts lost shows the amount forfeited, and the difference between the
two accounts shows the net amount taken. Of course an adjustment must
be made at the time of closing the books for entered discounts on unpaid
bills.
(C) The discounts are not entered until the bills are paid. In that
event the books show the full liability on accounts payable, but the available
discounts, the discounts lost and the net amount taken are not shown.
As to the valuation of the inventory, in case (A) the concern is obliged
to treat the discount as a deduction from purchases, and it should also value
the inventory net. In cases (B) and (C) it may choose. If it treats the
discount as a deduction from cost, it should value the inventory net. If it
treats the discount as a financial earning it should value the inventory gross.
Any other treatment would have a marked effect on the showing of net
profits, particularly if any considerable portion of the purchases remained
in the inventory.
By way of illustration let us assume that during the first year of the life
of a concern its purchases amounted to $100,000, it took $2,000 cash discount
on these purchases and it sold half of these goods for $75,000. Assuming
that this concern treats the cash discount as a deduction from the purchases,
the following incomplete profit and loss statements show the result of a
consistent treatment and an inconsistent treatment of the cash discount.

Consistent treatment
.............. $75,000.00
Sales........................................
Deduct cost of goods sold:
Purchases—gross cost.. $100,000.00
2,000.00
Less cash discounts....
Net cost of purcha’s.

$98,000.00
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Inconsistent treatment
...........
$75,000.00

$100,000.00
2,000.00

$98,000.00
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Consistent treatment

Less inventory
purchases) ......

Inconsistent treatment

of
49,000,00

Cost of sales

Gross profit

50,000.00

49,000.00

48,000.00

$26,000.00

$27,000.00

Since this concern considers that the discount reduces the cost of the
purchases, it is not justified in considering that it has earned the entire $2,000
of cash discount until it has sold all the goods. For this reason it can con
sistently show a gross profit of only $26,000.
On the other hand, assuming that the concern treats the cash discount as
a financial earning, it is entitled to show that it has sold goods costing
$50,000 and made a gross profit thereon of $25,000, in addition to which it
has made a financial earning of $2,000. The inconsistent treatment deprives
it of $1,000 of profit which it might legitimately show.

Consistent treatment
Sales.................
$75,000.00
Deduct cost of goods sold:
Purchases ...................... $100,000.00
..............
Less inventory..............
50,000.00
..............

Inconsistent treatment
.............. $75,000.00
$100,000.00

..............
49,000.00

50,000.00

..............

51,000.00

Gross profit..................................................
Add sales discounts.....................................

$25,000.00
2,000.00

..............
..............

$24,000.00
2,000.00

Gross profit....................................................

$27,000.00

..............

$26,000.00

Cost of sales..............

Question No. 10:
In a manufacturing concern which you are requested to audit, you find
that what appears to be a careful book inventory of raw materials, supplies
and work in process is maintained, but no physical inventory has been made
for some years. Would you consider this a satisfactory state of affairs?
And, if so, on what safeguards would you insist to insure constant accuracy
in the records?
Answer to Question No. 10:
This is certainly not a satisfactory state of affairs.
The wording of this question is somewhat entangling. If the applicant
answers that it is a satisfactory state of affairs he is required to say upon
what safeguard he would insist. If he answers that it is not a satisfactory
state of affairs, it does not appear that he is required to answer the last part
of the question and give a remedy.
As we do not consider it a satisfactory state of affairs we are presuming
to go a step farther than the examiners require and suggest a remedy. The
system suggested in the answer to the second question should be employed,
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including control over receipts and issues. This should be supplemented by
periodical inventories of portions of the stock.

Question No. 11:
Outline a programme for a balance-sheet audit with a test of operations
for any one of the following:
(A) A coal mining company.
(B) A coffee or rubber plantation.
(C) An import and export house with foreign connections.
(D) A suburban real-estate development company.
Answer to Question No. 11:
The space at our command will allow us to take up only the peculiar
features of each of these cases. The object of a balance-sheet audit is to
verify the correctness of the assets and liabilities, with only enough inquiry
into the profit and loss methods to make sure that the amount of the surplus
as stated is correct.
(A) Great care should be taken to see that payments have not been
charged to the fixed asset account “mine” which are really royalties or other
operating expenses. If the mine is operated on a royalty basis with a
minimum annual charge, only the excess of the minimum over royalties on
coal actually mined, that it is expected will be later recouped, should be
carried even as a deferred asset.
Only land, plant and equipment which are in present use or are held for
future development should be included as assets.
Sufficient reserves should be established to cover all capital expenditures
when the coal body is exhausted. The auditor should be especially careful
to see that all mortgages are thus covered.
If the land is owned by the company and part of it is being operated to
produce coal while other parts are being developed with new shafts and new
equipment, it may be difficult for the auditor to determine whether the proper
distinction has been made in charging expenditures as between capital and
revenue. If he has had much experience in mining work he can make a
very fair estimate, and that may be the best he can do.
(B) It is assumed that the audit is made of the company in the United
States and not at the plantation itself. In either event the difficulty usually
encountered is that of getting the proper reports from the plantation
manager, especially if new land is being brought into cultivation at the same
time that old land is being operated for a profit. The manager will nearly
always claim that it is impossible for him to keep track of what labor goes
on the new and on the old land. The best he will do is to estimate how much
labor is required to grow the crop.
The crops of the different years must be kept separate. At the time of
making the audit there will be considerable expense that has been put into
the crop for the succeeding fiscal year. This is carried forward as a deferred
charge, together with whatever proportion of the overhead is proper. The
auditor will find use for considerable skill in determining how much can thus
be carried forward.
As such a plantation would probably be situated in a country whose cur
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rency is different from ours, the auditor should remember that fixed assets
are valued at the rate of exchange when they were acquired, while floating
assets are valued at the rate of exchange current when the statement is made.

(C) The question says connections, not branches. It would seem as if
this meant that the house merely bought and sold goods in a foreign country.
The only items which would require special attention would be the debts due
to or from the foreign connections.
As these would be current items they would be valued at the rate of
exchange prevailing at the time the statement was made. This would not
apply to consignments which would be valued at their cost plus expenses,
and no attention would be paid to the rate of exchange until the goods were
sold, when the net amount received would be credited at the same price. It
is not at all probable that there would be any question of fixed assets at all.

(D) The principal point to be covered is the proper valuation of the
property as a whole and of the individual lots. It is generally considered
that all the expense which has been incurred up to the time when the first
lots are ready to be sold should be added to the original cost of the land.
Montgomery, however, enunciates the proper principle when he eliminates
any selling expense. He says:

“Unlike a railroad the entire cost and expenses up to the time the prop
erty is ready to be marketed cannot be charged against the property. Only
such part of the expense as really adds to the value of the property, such as
the grading and paving of streets, the cost of the water and sewer installa
tions, etc., is a proper addition to the capital account. Administrative ex
penses and any preliminary selling expenses, such as advance advertising,
publicity work, printing and the preparation of maps, must be segregated
and shown on the balance-sheet as deferred charges to future operations
until such time as revenue begins to come in.”
The only exception to be taken to this statement is the exclusion from the
cost of any portion of the administrative expense. Supervision is necessary
to the proper carrying out of the improvements which add value to the
property.
The land cannot improve itself, the administrative expense of supervising
the improvement should be considered part of the cost of the improvement
itself.
Having thus obtained the cost of the whole tract, it is necessary to divide
it properly among the lots. It will not do to divide the total cost by the
number of lots, because some lots are worth very much more than others of
the same size. All such enterprises have maps made of the property showing
the selling price of each lot. This establishes the ratio between the selling
price of each lot and the total selling price. This ratio is the proper one to
use to determine the cost of each lot by its relation to the total cost. Thus,
if the selling price of any particular lot is 1 per cent of the total selling
price, the cost of that lot should be considered to be 1 per cent of the total

cost.
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The auditor should use the values thus obtained on the inventory of unsold
lots and of the equities of those sold under contract.
There may be a difference of opinion as to how much profit the concern
may be allowed to take on the lots already sold. The two extreme opinions
are that all the cost of a lot should be collected before anything is credited
as profit, and that the difference between cost and selling price is all profit,
provided a reserve is set up to cover cost of collection. The best plan is to
spread the profit over the entire time—that is, to consider that proportion
of total profit on a lot as earned which the amount paid on the lot bears to
its total selling price.
One other point that the auditor would have to cover would be occasioned
by the existence of a mortgage on the entire tract. In such a case there
would undoubtedly be a provision requiring the setting aside of a certain
proportion of all cash received from sales to be applied on payment of the
mortgage until it was entirely paid. The auditor should see that this pro
vision had been observed.
Question No. 12:
In auditing the books of a corporation you find record of the ownership of
stocks and bonds, some of which are in hand, some are deposited with
bankers or others for safe keeping, and others are lodged as security for
loans. State what kind of evidence you would require in each case, speci
fying particularly in the case of stocks and registered bonds, if not regis
tered in the name of the corporation, what you consider necessary to pro
tect your client’s interests.

Answer to Question No. 12:
For those in hand I should require ocular inspection. I should also visit
the banks holding the securities merely for safe keeping, and request that
I be allowed to inspect them. As for those which are held as security for
loans, I should be satisfied with a statement signed by an officer of the bank
that the securities were in the bank’s possession as collateral for loans, de
scribing the loans.
The treatment of the securities not registered in the name of the cor
poration would depend upon the purpose for which they were held. If only
for temporary speculation it would be sufficient if the stocks were registered
in the name of a well-known broker and endorsed by him to make them
negotiable. This is the customary method on the stock exchange. If the
securities were held as a permanent investment I should require that they
be transferred so as to be under the sole control of my client.

George Shillinglaw
We announce with regret the death of George Shillinglaw, of Cedar
Rapids, Iowa, which occurred June 13, 1920. Mr. Shillinglaw was a mem
ber of the American Institute of Accountants, was prominent in the account
ing profession in Iowa, and was a certified public accountant of that state.
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American Institute of Accountants
List of Officers, Members of Council and Committees
1919-1920

President..........
Vice-presidents

Treasurer........
Secretary..........

OFFICERS
Waldron H. Hand, 101 Milk Street, Boston, Mass.
Arthur W. Teele, 120 Broadway, New York
H. Ivor Thomas, 616 Higgins Bldg., Los Angeles, Cal.
J. E. Sterrett, 54 William Street, New York
A. P. Richardson, 1 Liberty Street, New York

Members of
For five years:
Hamilton S. Corwin............................... New Jersey
Edward E. Gore............................................... Illinois
Charles S. Ludlam................................... New York
Overton S. Meldrum................................ Kentucky
Charles Neville........................................... Georgia
Adam A. Ross......................................Pennsylvania
C. M. Williams.......................................Washington

the

Council

For three years:
J. S. M. Goodloe...................................... New York
Elmer L. Hatter......................................... Maryland
J. Edward Masters........................... Massachusetts
James S. Matteson................................... Minnesota
Robert H. Montgomery............................New York
Carl H. Nau........................................................ Ohio
W. Ernest Seatree........................................ Illinois

For two years:*
For four years:
Harvey S. Chase................................. Massachusetts
F. W. Lafrentz...
J. D. M. Crockett......................................... Missouri
W. R. Mackenzie
W. Sanders Davies................................... New York
Page Lawrence............................................. Colorado
Walter Mucklow
Ernest Reckitt................................................... Illinois
John B. Niven...
W. A. Smith.................................................Tennessee
F. F. White.........
Edward L. Suffern................................. New Jersey
* Two vacancies exist in the membership of council for this term
For one year:†

.New York

........Oregon
........ Florida
New Jersey

New Jersey

John F. Forbes........................................... California
Elijah W. Sells......................................... New York
William P. Hilton..................................... Virginia
E. G. Shorrock.......................................Washington
J. Porter Joplin...............................................Illinois
F. A. Tilton..................................................Michigan
† A vacancy exists in the membership of council for this term.
Board of Examiners
For three years:
For two years:
F. H. Hurdman........................................ New York
W. P. Hilton..................................................Virginia
J. C. Scobie................................................ New York
John B. Niven, Chairman....................New Jersey
Arthur W. Teele......................................New York
Ernest Reckitt................................................Illinois-

For one year:
Charles S. Ludlam................................... New York
Massachusetts
Waldron H. Rand
.... California
H. Iver Thomas..
C. E. Iszard

Auditors
Delaware
William R. Tolleth

Virginia

COMMITTEES
Executive Committee
The President, Chairman.............. Massachusetts
W. Sanders Davies................................. New York.
The Treasurer........................................... New York
J. E. Masters....................................... MassachusettsH. S. Corwin...........................................New Jersey
John B. Niven........................................ New Jersey
E. W. Sells.............................................. New York
Committee on Professional Ethics

Carl H. Nau, Chairman..................................... Ohio
J. D. M. Crockett........................................ Missouri

John F. Forbes..........................................California
J. Porter Joplin .............................................. Illinois-

F. F. White................................. New Jersey
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Committee on Publication
J. E. Sterrett, Chairman........................ New York
William M. Lybrand.............................. New York
F. F. White............................................. New Jersey
Committee on State Legislation
J. S. M. Goodloe, Chairman...................New York
J. E. Hutchinson............................................. Texas
F. A. Smith................................................... Missouri
Committee on Administration of Endowment
Geo. O. May, Chairman...........................New York
Robert Douglas.................... Massachusetts
J. Porter Joplin............................................... Illinois
S. R. Mitchell.............................................. New York
E. W. Sells...................................................New York
Committee on Increased Membership
Page Lawrence, Chairman......................Colorado
E. L. Pride......................................... Massachusetts
Wm. Whitfield................................................. Oregon
Committee on National Budget
Francis Oakey, Chairman.................... New York
Archibald Bowman.................................New York
Adam A. Ross....................................... Philadelphia
Committee on Procedure
Henry B. Fernald, Chairman............ New Jersey
Julius J. Anderson................................... Minnesota
John F. Forbes......................................... California
W. B. Richards......................................... New York
H. E. Smith............................................. Washington
Committee on Subsidiary Organizations
Robert H. Montgomery, Chairman.. .New York
A. T. Bacon.................................................... Illinois
Stephen G. Rusk................................................. Ohio

Committee on Arbitration
C. E. Wermuth, Chairman..................... Louisiana
Lewis G. Fisher................................. Rhode Island
E. Lovejoy................................................. New York
Committee on Budget and Finance
E. W. Sells, Chairman......................... New York
Thomes L. Berry....................................... Maryland
Charles Hecht......................................... New York
Committee on Constitution and By-Laws
W. R. Mackenzie, Chairman...................... Oregon
W. A. Coy............................................................. Ohio
W. S. Sutton........................................ Pennsylvania
Committee on Education
W. S. Whittlesey, Chairman................. New York
Allan Davies.............................................. New York
C. O. Wellington..............................Massachusetts
Committee on Ethical Publicity
W. Sanders Davies, Chairman..............New York
Carl H. Nau......................................................... Ohio
T. Edward Ross................................... Pennsylvania
Committee on Federal Legislation
Adam A. Ross, Chairman................. Pennsylvania
Francis Oakey......................................... New York
Archibald Bowman............................... New York
Committee on Meetings
W. A. Clader, Chairman........................... Delaware
J. E. Bates............................ District of Columbia
A. M. Pullen................................................... Virginia
Committee on Nominations
H. S. Corwin, Chairman....................... New York
Joseph M. Pugh.................................. Pennsylvania
C. M. Williams.................................. Washington

AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF ACCOUNTANTS
ANNUAL MEETING, 1920.
The annual meeting of the American Institute of Account
ants will be held September 21st and 22nd at Washington, D. C.
Headquarters:

New Willard Hotel.

Everyone interested in professional accounting is cordially
invited to attend the open sessions.

Full details may be obtained from

W. A. Clader, Chairman of Committee on Meetings,
339 Land Title Building, Philadelphia,
or
A. P. Richardson, Secretary,
1 Liberty St., New York.
When writing to advertisers kindly mention The Journal of Accountancy
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The N. C. R. Printing Plant
One of the largest and best private
print-shops in the world
HIS big plant occupies one of the 21 buildings of
The National Cash Register Company’s factory at
Dayton.

T

It is maintained by the Company to make supplies
which will enable users of N. C. R. systems to get the
utmost service from their National Cash Registers.
The demand from hundreds of thousands of mer
chants who are using National Cash Registers keeps
this big plant busy, day in and day out, printing state
ment books, saleslips, and other supplies.

It is a big industrial plant in itself.

The building where it is housed has a floor space of
more than 81,000 square feet. It employs hundreds
of men and women. It includes a complete photo
engraving and electrotyping shop, and a bindery. It
is equipped to print anything from a salesman’s name
card to the most intricate color printing. The ma
chinery is valued at many thousands of dollars.
Every year it turns out nearly 6,000,000 pounds of
printed matter.

This is just one of the things [which The National
Cash Register Company does in order to better serve
users of the N. C. R. system.
The National Cash Register Company
Dayton, Ohio
Offices in all the principal cities of the world

When writing to advertisers kindly mention The Journal of Accountancy
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the MARCHANT WAY

Reliable Balance
Sheets Desired
Accountants will find the
MARCHANT
CALCULATOR

PONY

size

8 x 12

a great help in working
out various items of a
balance sheet. These
items must be right. If
figured on the Marchant
Calculator they will be
right and you will save
time and money for your
client or employer.

SPECIAL

inches

• wt. 13 lbs.

IT MULTIPLIES • DIVIDES
& SUBTRACTS

CALCULATING MACHINE CO.
OAKLAND
CALIF
237 Railway Exchange Bldg. Chicago Ill.

SEND FOR
ACCOUNTANTS BULLETIN 7.

The Lloyd-Thomas Co.
RECOGNIZED AUTHORITIES ON PHYSICAL VALUES

APPRAISERS—ENGINEERS

CERTIFIED APPRAISALS
INDUSTRIAL PROPERTIES
Mergers
Cost Systems
Insurance
Accounting

Bond Issues
Credit Extensions
Income Tax
Liquidation

WE HAVE A SPECIAL STAFF FOR
QUICK VALUATIONS OF LARGE
PROPERTIES
:
:
:
:

GENERAL OFFICES

1124-28 WILSON AVE.

CHICAGO
BRANCHES PRINCIPAL CITIES

BRIEF CASES
FOR ACCOUNTANTS
AND BUSINESS MEN
The Brief Case illustrated, made of the best grade
Russet Sole Leather, Sixe 17 x 10½, has three pockets,
each with an expansion of two inches; also one small
pocket size 9x5 with flap fastened with snapbutton.
Straps extend entirely around the case; handle is ad
justable on straps, always keeps in the center; has
first class padlock with two keys. Price complete,
$19.00.
Every L.L.B. Brief Case has all the good points of
the best Brief Cases made, plus the particular atten
tion that has been paid to style. Exceptionally strong,
durable and light.
60 other styles from $6 to $19. Send for Catalog No. 27

Express prepaid anywhere in U. S.
if not satisfied.

Money back

L. L. B. CASE MFG. CO.
5 CEDAR STREET, NEW YORK

When writing to advertisers kindly mention The Journal of Accountancy
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DIXON'S

ELdoradO
SAMPLE OFFER
Write to us on your letterhead,
tell us the kind of work you do,
and we will mail you full-length
free samples of the pencils best
suited to your particular needs.
Also write for interesting free
booklet — "Finding Your
Pencil.”

Use a 2H Eldorado for
“sub-totaling”. Its
clear, sharp lines will
save you precious min
utes when the additions
are first made and later
when you consult them
for reference.
JOSEPH DIXON CRUCIBLE CO.
Pencil Dept. 117-J, Jersey City, N. J.
Canadian Distributors
A. R. MacDougall & Co., Ltd., Toronto

Dixon’s Eldorado is
made in 17 leads —
one for every need or
preference.

Registration For The Regular Fall Term
Beginning September 21, 1920, of the

NEW YORK UNIVERSITY
SCHOOL OF COMMERCE
ACCOUNTS and FINANCE

commences September 1, 1920. Students from outside of the
metropolitan area are urged to register as soon after this date as
possible, as all seats are assigned according to registration.
The regular bulletin for the School year 1920-1921 describing in
detail the courses in Accounting, Advertising and Marketing,
Finance, Economics, Public Affairs, Management, Journalism and
Foreign Trade will be sent upon request. Address all communica
tions to:
The Secretary.
32 Waverly Place

New York City.

When writing to advertisers kindly mention The Journal of Accountancy
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COST ACCOUNTING

ACCOUNTING MATHEMATICS
Presented Clearly in our new book

For MEN and WOMEN

Mathematics For The Accountant
By EUGENE R. VINAL

Our course in Cost Accounting is

designed to prepare men and women
for work as cost accountants, so much
in demand just now by the Govern
ment.

Other courses include Accountancy,

Auditing, Business Law, and Special
Post-Graduate Problems preparing for

C. P. A. Examination.
Send for catalog.

Personal service

of R. J. Bennett, C. A., C. P. A.

Bennett Accountancy Institute
261 Farragut Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

Professor of Accounting and Actuarial Science in
the School of Commerce and Finance,
Northeastern College, Boston

The Book is a comprehensive treatment of
the entire subject in fourteen chapters.
Reduced to a basis of arithmetic and com
mon sense, it may be used profitably by
both practicing accountant and student.
Accounts current, Powers and Roots,
Logarithms, Annuities, Sinking Funds,
Amortization, etc., are among the subjects
treated. Tables to accompany this book
will be ready by July 1, price fifty cents if
ordered with the book; otherwise seventyfive cents.
This valuable text will be sent for five-days’
examination. You may remit $2.50 or
return the book during this period.

Biddle Business Publications, Inc.
Business Books
19 West 44th St. dept. 14-a New York

Esterbrook
Jackson Stub No. 442
If you like a stub pen you will get the most sat
isfaction from the use of this just right stub.
Flexible, yet firm, easy and sure, glides freely •
over the paper with least muscular effort.

For those who write a great deal, accountants,
recording clerks, lawyers, this pen offers a relief
from strain.

PORTFOLIOS OF DISTINCTION

There are other Esterbrook Pens for all writ
ing purposes. Every Esterbrook pen maintains
the high standard of excellence established by
over 60 years of uniform good work.

CENTURY Portfolios are equipment of distinction —
known and appreciated for their excellence of material,
superb workmanship and efficient design. In the
CENTURY “DE LUXE” PORTFOLIO (Illustrated)
you will find embodied all the essentials of a practical
Portfolio. Made of heavy English Bridle leather. Black,
Russet, or Cordovan. Solid shawl straps and adjustable
handle. Three or four wide pockets, and small pocket,
5" x 9", with flap closed by snap buttons, for memo books,
pencils, etc. Hand-made gold finished staple and hooks
for padlock. Strong suspending lock with key.
Style and Size.
3-Pkts.
4-Fkts.
507—17" x 11½".......................... $21.50
$22.25
508—18" x 12" ...........................
22.25
23.00
Sent prepaid anywhere in the U.S. upon receipt of price.
Money immediately refunded if not satisfactory in
every respect.
CENTURY Portfolios, Brief Cases and Secretary Cases
—some priced as low as $5—described in our Catalog
“JYJ.” Sent on request.
CENTURY LEATHER CRAFTS COMPANY
350 Broadway
New York City
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Classified Advertisements
Copy for Want Ads. must be in our hands by the 22d of the month preceding the date of issue. Terms $3.00 an inch payable in advance.

SITUATIONS WANTED
Twelve years’ experience
in Corporations, Public
Utilities, Kailway Accounting with well known Account
ing firms. Capable of handling engagements without
any supervision. Desires position in New York City.
References furnished.
Address Box 196 c/o Journal of Accountancy

Senior Accountant

June, 1920, Accountant, 25,
with six months’ accounting
experience and varied experience as bookkeeper and
office manager; A-1 penman, good appearance and per
sonality, zealous; desires a permanent connection, pref
erably with C. P. A. firm.
Address Box 193 c/o Journal of Accountancy

Pace Graduate

Not a C.P.A., but capa
ble of accounting and
auditing and all ordinary problems that require work
of this nature. Expert mathematician and able to or
ganize or systematize a business that requires a know
ledge of finance, wholesaling or retailing. Experienced
in handling estates. Highest references. Opportunity
for executive position desired.
Address Box 192 c/o Journal of Accountancy

Executive Position

30, married, desires en
gagement in vicinity of
Los Angeles, Calif., with public accountant or pro
gressive corporation. At present engaged with reputable
public accounting firm in Boston, Mass.; 10 years’ ac
counting experience. Well qualified to handle general
accounting and tax work. High-grade references upon
request.
Address Box 191 c/o Journal of Accountancy

Senior Accountant

Young man, married, 28,
desires position as junior
accountant with firm of public accountants August 1,
Cleveland or Detroit preferred. Six years’ experience
clerical work.
Graduated from high school; LaSalle
course Higher Accountancy; Sheldon’s course Science of
Business; and two resident schools in higher account
ancy and auditing.
Address Box 180 c/o Journal of Accountancy

Situation Wanted

Ten years’ practical
experience, banking
and finance, general office work, accounting, auditing
and executive experience. Walton graduate. Position
as Comptroller, Ass’t Treasurer, or one similar thereto
desired.
Age 26.
Married.
Excellent references.
Minimum salary $4,200.
Address Box 181 c/o Journal of Accountancy

Executive Accountant

Tax expert, ten
years’ experience as
credit man, office manager, head accountant on branch
house systems, auditor in highest division Internal
Revenue Bureau, specialist on consolidations. An ex
ecutive capable to render constructive and efficient ser
vice with harmonious supervision. Will consider any
offer.
Address Box 187 c/o Journal of Accountancy

Auditor - Accountant

desires position in ex
ecutive capacity, pref
erably with corporation. Over five years’ experience
as public accountant. Age 28. Married.
Address Box 188 c/o Journal of Accountancy

Senior Accountant

SITUATIONS WANTED
desires a position with
public accounting firm
in New York City. At present engaged as teacher of
accounting in a high-grade private school. Have had
ten years’ experience as office manager, three years’ ex
perience in public accounting work and teaching. Capa
ble of taking full charge of office, interviewing clients,
etc. Enrolled for the Accounting Course at Columbia
University this summer and will be available for posi
tion in September.

Woman Accountant

Address Box 184 c/o Journal of Accountancy

Executive Accountant

and valuation expert
with three years’ in
tensive training in Federal taxes, now occupying semi
executive position in the Unit, is available after August
1, 1920, to reputable firm of accountants, attorneys or
to a producing manufacturing concern.
Minimum
salary $6,000 yearly with contract.
Address Box 190 c/o Journal of Accountancy

Executive-Accountant-Auditor
Eleven years’ experience in general and cost account
ing, branch office and consolidated accounts, auditing,
income tax, etc., seeks connection with progressive
manufacturing corporation. American, age 30; married;
salary $5,000; prefer Central States.
Address Box 196 c/o Journal of Accountancy

HELP WANTED

HIGH-GRADE MEN
find our Confidential Advertising Service extremely
satisfactory. Let us, by correspondence, confidential
ly negotiate for you suitable positions with proper
employers. Your name is never mentioned—every
thing strictly confidential. Write for details of our
system.

THE NATIONAL BUSINESS BOURSE
Association Building, Chicago.

CONFIDENTIAL EMPLOYMENT
SERVICE FOR

HIGH-GRADE MEN
Executives—Technical, Semi-technical and Commercial.
Write in confidence for full particulars.

H. H. HARRISON & CO.
19 So. La Salle St., Chicago

Certified Public Accountant
to take charge of audit work for nationally known firm
of Public Accountants. Must be good executive and
business builder capable of making critical examination
of a business and constructive recommendations. Reply
stating your qualifications and past record of accom
plishment. Must be willing to travel.
Address Box 179 c/o Journal of Accountancy
Personality, appear
ance and thorough
knowledge of theory are considerations. Three years’
senior connection with C. P. A. firms requirement. Able
to conduct high-grade constructive audit and write re
port. Staff permanently employed and compensation in
accordance with proven qualifications. E. J. Holmes &
Company, Westminster Building, Chicago.

Accountants—Senior
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HELP WANTED

HELP WANTED

Permanent positions for
two first-class account
ants with general accounting experience, and one firstclass cost accountant. State experience, salary required
and give references. Barrow, Wade, Guthrie & Co., 824
Monadnock Block, Chicago, Ill.

ACCOUNTANT
REPRESENTATIVE

Senior Accountants

Wanted—At Once
Senior Accountant—C. P. A.
Senior Accountant—not certified.
Apply by letter in own handwriting, stating expe
rience, qualifications, references and commencing salary
expected.
All communications will be treated in strictest confi
dence.
___
BILLINGS, PROUTY & TOMPKINS,
Certified Public Accountants, Des Moines, Iowa.
A large finan
cial
institu
tion in Michigan wishes to add to its organization 1 to 2
Public Accountants who are thoroughly experienced in
Federal Tax and Accounting practice.
Applications
must be in own handwriting with full information as to
previous experience, references, salary expected, etc.
Splendid opportunity for the right party.
Address Box 189 c/o Journal of Accountancy

Tax Accountants Wanted

Wanted

certified

Two

public

accountants

New

York and Chicago by established firm in

dustrial engineers and accountants now organizing an

Address Box 186 c/o Journal of Accountancy
Several with broad
accounting experience
and of executive ability wanted by large public utility
corporation for executive and staff positions, with
salaries ranging upwards of $3,000, depending upon ap
plicant’s probable worth. Give full particulars as to
age, education, experience, references and salary ex
pected.
Address Box 186 c/o Journal of Accountancy

Auditor-Accountants

Senior Public Accountant specializing in
cost work, for public accounting organi

zation in Western New York.

Accountant

wishes to purchase established
practice in New York City, or within

a radius of 500 miles therefrom.

auditing department.

Wanted

We wish to correspond with several
well qualified accountants who can
devote part of their spare time to our
interests.
Advertiser is an Accounting Institute
of the highest standing, and with a
splendid record.
Compensation will ,be on a liberal
commission basis.
In replying, please state age and ac
counting experience, which informa
tion will be held in strict confidence.
Address Box 197, Journal of Account
ancy.

Applicant must give

history, references and minimum salary required.

Address Box 194 c/o Journal of Accountancy

ANALYSIS PAPER
Buff and White—Four grades—
4 to 28 columns wide, in variety
of styles, always carried in stock,
padded or loose.
Send for price list and samples,

L H. BIGLOW & COMPANY, Inc.
24 BEAVER STREET
NEW YORK

Address Box 182 c/o Journal of Accountancy

Accountants—Senior

WANTED

Permanent position on staff of established firm of
Certified Public Accountants in Chicago for several
thoroughly experienced Senior Accountants.

We desire

men of pleasing personality, capable of supervising the
work

of others,

and writing reports.

mensurate with ability shown.

We

perienced Semi-Seniors.
All replies considered confidential.

Salary

also

com

desire ex

State age, educa

tion and experience.

Journal of Accountancy
January, 1919, also other
1919 numbers and early
issues.

Dixie Business Book Shop
41 Liberty Street

New York, N. Y.

Address Box 183 c/o Journal of Accountancy
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WE, THE PUPILS OF

THE POST-GRADUATE SCHOOL OF ACCOUNTANCY,
HAVE ASSEMBLED TO EXPRESS OUR APPRECIATION TO ITS FOUNDER,

PAUL-JOSEPH ESQUERRE, B.C.S., B.-es-L., C.P.A.
From the very beginning of our association with you, your personal interest
in everything pertaining to our welfare has never flagged. Your counsel,
your patience and your untiring efforts, have won our deepest respect and
lasting affection.
We cannot permit this occasion to pass without an acknowledgment of the
large debt of gratitude we owe to you.
It will be our constant aim to continue to deserve, in some degree, the honor
of your friendship, and the benefit of your guidance.

The foregoing Text of a Testimonial which, both as to Language and as to
Form, is a masterpiece, and hangs prominently in my office

IS SUFFICIENT REASON
for my inability to discontinue a course so highly appreciated.
PREPARATION FOR C. P. A. EXAMINATIONS

A Selected Class of 25 Students will be in session from October 4, 1920, to
January 20, 1921.
Enrollments begin September 26, 1920.
PAUL JOSEPH ESQUERRE, 20 Vesey St.

The Accountants Directory
and Who's Who
This volume will contain a complete list of practitioners in the
United States and Canada, an extensive collection of selected bi
ographies, and an appendix devoted to the facts regarding the per
sonnel of important accounting associations.

Approximate date of publication. August 31st, 1920.
Advertising space is open only to others than practicing account
ants. Orders for books, single copies, or quantities with stamping
or enclosed cards for presentation purposes, are invited from all.

THE FORTY-FIFTH STREET PRESS.
145 WEST 45th STREET.
NEW YORK. N. Y.
When writing to advertisers kindly mention The Journal of Accountancy
Roy Press, New York.
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Can we think our
way through value prob
lems—can we arrive at


satisfactory wage scales, at reasonable
rents, at equitable fares, at fair taxes,
at proper prices? Can we, in sum, move

ahead oh the sure basis of dependable facts, of
sound value conclusions?
Pace graduates are everywhere solving value prob
lems, are stating value conclusions, are certifying
value facts—more Pace graduates are urgently needed. The
world is short of value thinkers, of value analysts.
Day-time and evening courses in Accountancy and Business
Administration are given the year round in Pace Institute in
New York, Boston, and Washington—courses in which, for three
academic years, men and women may develop their power to
think, their ability to act, their capacity to earn. Summer
class lecture groups, strictly limited in size, are now starting, to
accommodate men and women who purpose to gain immediate
understanding and vocational headway.

$7 Month’s Trial Instruction
The Pace Courses are also successfully given by Extension through the
mails. The Extension Course—covering the same subjects as does the
Resident Course—may be taken for a month’s trial instruction, with the
charge for tuition and texts limited to $7. There is no obligation, express
or implied, to continue.
Send for Bulletin and descriptive booklets, specifying either Resident or
Extension instruction.

Pace & Pace
715 G Street, N. W.

Washington, D. C.

30 Church Street

New York City, N. Y.

Tremont Temple

Boston, Mass.
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